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11. On the Sunda Island Cuckoo-Dove Jvla-cro]Jygin phasiamella (TEMM.)
A small series of freshly obtained specimens from the islands in the
Sunda Strait, Java's most western peninsula Udjung Kulon and from Deli
and Tindjil Islands ,:,,:,)(off Java's south coast) led to the comparison of
these specimens with the material present in the Bogor Museum of which
this paper will be the report.
There is a considerable degree of variation in the maroon colour of
the underparts and in the extensiveness and tinge of the metallic violet
on the neck and mantle in male birds. Such is also the case with almost
any part of the pluniage of the females.
SIEBERSn) valued the brownish area on the innerweb of the first
primary and greyish regions on the innerweb of the outermost tailf'eathers
to be of racial significance. I focussed my attention to these characters
on account of their importance. SIEBERS was of the opinion that birds
from Sumatra have no or little brownish on the innerweb of the first
primary and that the quantity of this colour increases on specimens
coming from more eastern localities. It should reach its maximum in meqa:
la known from the Kangean Archipelago. This conclusion, however, was
based on only two specimens from Sumatra, one from Kangean and a
series of specimens from Java. It is highly probable that none of these
characters are of racial significance which I will try to make clear with
some examples.
I agree with BODENKLOSS l) who rejected baruseo: (he abusively
named it baruesoma) though there remains a possibility that Sumatra birds
are smaller in wingsize than the Javan representatives. Among the examin-
ed female birds originating from Java, the areas indicated above and South
Sumatra there are three which show a very narrow brownish edge on the
,:,) The first and second part of the present paper are published in TREUBIA,
Vol. 26, 1962/1963, pp. 11 - 38 and 133 - 157.
':'*) Formerly known as the Klapper- and Trouwers- Islands.
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innerweb of the first primary. Two of these were obtained from Gedangan
(Central Java) and one from Palembang. In two of these three birds this
margin is hardly, visible. The second bird from Gedangan shows this mark
very conspicuously and is 3 - 4 mm wide, agreeing with a female from
.Tindj il island. Another female from the nearby Deli island has no brown
at all on the first primary. While a male bird from the same locality
shows a brown strip of about 2 mm wide on the primary, another one
from 'I'indjil has so little brown that it is hardly visible. A male from
Sebuku island has no brown except a narrow margin of 20 X 2 mm in
the centre of the margin of the first primary. A male from the nearby
Sebesi island again has a very distinct brownish zone of 2 - 4 mm wide.
One female from the same locality shows a margin of 2 mm and another
one of about 4 mm. Finally, two females from East Java and one from
West Java (Tjibadak near Bogor) are quite similar in this respect. They
all have a brownish margin on the innerweb of the first primary of 3 - 4
mm. From the above it is evident that the variability of this character
is an individual and not a sub specific one.
The greyish mark on the innerweb of the outermost tailfeathers
vary in all birds examined to about the same degree as the redbrownish
region on the first primary. Birds from 'I'indjil island show much dull
grey on the outertail feathers but this character varies in specimens
from Sebesi and Sebuku as well as from Java. Hence it is not very useful
to be used as a racial character.
Birds obtained from South Sumatra and the islands Legundi, Sebuku
and Sebesi do not show important size differences when compared with
those from Java. Also on account of some differences in wingsize as sug-
gested in the diagnosis, the subspecies berusso. with a winglength of 170 (0)
and 161 (<;» can hardly be maintained. SIEBERShimself gave as wing size
for Java birds 168,175 (6) and 165-174, av. 169.80 mm (5 <;». BODEN
KLOSS1) found 163-180 (6) and 160-174 (<;» and I measured 166,
177 (6) and 163 - 173, av. 168.57 mm (7 s i. Though BODENKLOSS
arrived at the same conclusion I considered it useful to restudy the validity
of barusso, in order to procure more concrete particulars than presented.
I have no material from the Kangean Archipelago. I did not obtain
a single specimen during my 1954 expedition to these islands so that I
cannot have an opinion about SIEBERS'meqolo. described from Kangean.
If it is indeed so that there is such an important difference in wingsize as
mentioned in the diagnosis, there seems reasons enough to separate Kange,
an's population of this Cuckoo-Dove without considering the character
discussed above. Because such large wings are only known from one male
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bird (the type) more material. is highly necessary to confirm SIEBERS.'
experiences.
Judging from the diagnosis I am also inclined to consider with some
suspicion several other subspecies, among which are elassa known from
some islands off Sumatra's west coast, hsjpopercna from Simalur island
and borneensis from Borneo. The subspecies hypopercna was described
by OBERHOLSERon the basis of a single immature specimen. This race
is said to be larger than elasso. erected by the same author from Pagi
island. But in which respect lurpopercna does differ from modiglianii
which was described 25 years earlier and which also should be larger
than elassa, the diagnosis does not give us a clear indication. The differen-
ces in plumage as indicated by the author are of no subspecific
significance. RIPLEY 7) found it impossible to determine the validity of
hypope1"Cna with only one immature specimen available. He found a
striking resemblance with the Nias race (mod:iglianii). He considered the
latter. subspecies larger than emiliano. but when compared with elasso.
there seems also be a slight reduction in the amount of the irregular bars
on the breast and several colour differences.
The subspecies borneensis was separated on account of some plumage
differences. In my opinion their racial value is very doubtful if it is not
established from large series, also considering the development of the re-
productive organs which in this bird may have some influence on the
feathering. For one male borneensi« is given a wing measurement of 163
mm. It is also mentioned that Java birds have larger wing measurements
(180 mm) than the Bornean race. However, in my opinion, Java birds
with this wingsize must be seen as a high exception, because among the
20 skins I measured there was not a single one with such a long wing'.
There were no more than nine specimens which surpassed 170 mm, among
which two specimens exceeded 175 mm (177 and 178 mm); nine had
wings varying from 163 - 168 mm and only a single female had wings
with a length of 163 mm. On this basis, if compared with emiliomo. from
Java and Sumatra, borneensie is perhaps not well maintainable if no
differences are available other than those mentioned in the diagnosis.
Furthermore it is also doubtful whether the diagnostic characters are still
applicable for larger series.
It is a remarkable fact that in this difficult Cuckoo - Dove so many
subspecies have been described on the basis of only one (elassa, hsrpopercna,
meqala, borneensisi or two specimens (barussa). In one case even on
only one immature specimen of unknown sex (hypope.Tcna).
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'The subspecies cinnamomea known from Enggano islands as mentioned
in CHASEN'S2) list has been given specific rank by JUNGE5) and RIPLEY ").
It is not being discussed in this paper.
Measurements (in n1111).of Macropyg'ia phsusuuieil« emiluuui :
s e Wing; Java: 166, 177; Sunda Strait including Deli and Tindjil
island: 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 178;
'Tail; Java: 155, 158; Sunda Strait: 163,168,173,175,177,178;
Culmen; Java: 17.2, 18.2; Sunda Strait: 16, 16.9, 17, 17, 18, 18.5;
Max., min. and average measurements:
Wing:
Java:
166, 177
'171:50'"
'Tail.: 155, 158.._---_.--_ ...-
156.50
17.2, 18.2
-- 17.70-Culmen:
Sunda Strait:
170-178- -- .. --- ..-
173
163-178
. --172:33
16 - 18.5
......... _-_._- --
17.23
<;> <;> Wing; Java: 163, 165, 167,'168, 172, 172, 173; Sunda Strait in-
cluding Deli and Tindjil island: 164,165,167,167,170;
'Tail; Java: 145, l5'0, 152, 152, 156, 158, 168; Sunda Strait; 156, 157,
160, 160, 166;
Culmen; Java: 16, 16.2, 17, 17.5, 17.6,18,18.9; Sunda Strait: 14.3,
16, 16, 16.7, 17.5;
Max., min. and average measurements:
Java:
Wing: .
163 - 173
"-T6S~57-
145 - 168
"'--15-4~4j'"Tail:
Culmen: 16 - 18.9---17:31'-
Weight:
• " 145 - 210Strait Sunda: 0 cl --i6Kss---
Sunda Strait:
164 - 170
--i66~67-'
156 - 166
--159:80--
14.3 - 17.5- .__ _ _---
16.10
Some measurements compiled from literature:
BODENKLOSS 1) .. Wing size :
emiliom« Java vs 0 16?-180 <;><;> 160-174
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SIEBERS ~)
emiiiana Java 3 <3 168, 170+ x, 1'75 165 - 174_ .... ------_._.-169,80
161burussa Sumatra
meaal« Kangean
1 cl 170
1<3 204
JUNGE 4)
Mac'I'oP!Juia CiU'IWIIW}}'Wa
2 cl Wing: 195, 200; Tail: 177, 178; Culmen: :20, 20.
3 <;> vVing: 192, 193, 201; Tail: 173, 173; Culmen: 20, 20.
JUNGE 4)
modiolianii Nias
hnjpopercna Simalur
cl Wing: 183; Tail: 180; Culmen: 17
<;> Wing: 174; Tail: 160; Culmen: 16
cl Wing: 186; Culmen: 18
RIPLEY 7)
modiqlumi:
elase«
<3 Wing: 184.5; Culmen: 17.50
<;> Wing: 183, 185; Tail: 184, 184.5;
Culmen: 16, 17
s (Type specimen) Wing: 179.5; Tail:
171 (moult); Culmen: 20
MaCTO]Jygia cinnamomea
,) Wing: 205.5; 207; Tail: 181.5; 198
<;> Wing: 196, 203; Tail: 173, 179
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12. Some remarks on the Little Green Heron, Buiorides siriatus (LINN.)
from the Indonesian Archipelago.
A study of freshly obtained and old, partly not yet studied, specimens
in the Bogor Museum gave evidence how important colour differences in
the plumage can be in birds belonging to the same population. This
demonstrates the necessity of extensive series for comparison when study-
ing this difficult bird on subspecific level. The freshly secured material
consists of four males and five females from Karimundjawa islands, four
males from Bawean, one male and one female from the Kangean Archi-
pelago. The approximate 25 old skins originated from Java, Billiton,
Borneo and Celebes.
The male birds from Karimundjawa had small to moderately develop-
ed gonads (testes: 4 - 15 mm). Among the females there are three
specimens which had well granular ovaries and one specimen with hardly
granular one; one juvenile has heavily streaked underparts and no
ornamental plumes on the back. A male from Bawean had large reproduc-
tive organs (testes: 12 and 20 mm); another Kangean male showed
moderate testicles (8 mm) whereas a female from the same locality had a
well granular ovary.
There is apparently little post-mortem disco louration but fresh skins
have somewhat more vivid colours on the wings and upper parts than old
ones. The same holds true for formalin preserved specimens as is evident
from some skins among the Bawean and Kangean material. There is a
considerable degree of variation in the colour of the underparts of 30 skins
from the areas indicated above which are classified as or considered to
belong to icuomicus. This is also observable in specimens originating from
the same locality.
Five females from Karimundjawa and one from Kangean differ from
any other skin including the five males from the same localities. Females
from Pontianak, Edam island (Bay of Djakarta), Bone (South Celebes)
collected respectively in 1931, 1920 and 1912 all closely resemble females
from Karimundjawa. They differ from five other females from Java, two
from Billiton and two from Buton (South Celebes) in the very dark
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fore neck and the brownish buffy tint of the chest while the lower under-
parts are more intensively washed with this colour. Furthermore there
are more or less distinct dark streaks on the central part of the foreneck
and chest and well-defined. markings on the throat in certain birds.
These markings give the impression as if they were juveniles but all Kari-
mundjawa and Kangean specimens had well granular ovaries, sometimes
showing ova of 2 - 4 mm. In addition to the skin from Bone which
resembles the fresh Karimundjawa females, another female from
Celebes is still much darker on the lower foreneck and chest. However,
both these Celebes females are lighter on the abdominal region than the
fresh Karimundjawa material. The female originating from the Bay of
Djakarta. is a trifle lighter on the foreneck and chest but it may have
been a semi adult specimen.
It is to be regretted that when compiling this paper I could not
dispose of a single male from Java for comparison with the four recently
collected males from Karimundjawa, four from Bawean and one from
Kangean. The four males from Karimundjawa do not differ considerably
from the Java females and the two Billiton males. As already remarked
by VANBEMMELand Voous 1) these birds are a trifle lighter. Among the
males, the four from Bawean and the only specimen from Kangean are dar-
ker on the foreneck and chest than those from Karimundjawa and Bil1iton.
These parts are not only darker but also washed with a dirty buffy tint,
while the lower underparts are also darker and dirtier in colour than in the
fresh Karimundjawa and the old BiIliton material. These five males
resemble the females from Karimundjawa and Kangean but the latter
are still darker on the foreneck. Moreover the light markings on the
foreneck and chest fail in the males from Bawean and Kangean and there
are no spots on the white of the throat and foreneck. These males show
resemblance to the two males from Borneo secured near Pontianak in
1931 and nearby Ketapang in 1941. Two males obtained from Bone (Cele-
bes) in 1912 and 1913 are still darker on the lower foreneck and chest but
lighter on the lower underparts, looking rather similar to a female from
the same locality. The four males from Karimundjawa do not differ much
from four females from Java and the two males from Billiton.
When comparing colour differences in the plumage, the upperparts
are not less important than the under surface. MAYRpointed out, as quoted
by VAN BEMMEL and Voous J), that sexes differ in the plumage of the
upperparts, the male being on the average darker than the female and
shows narrower buffy edges on the wing coverts. At another occasion
MAYRH) remarked that the female is smaller than the male and that she
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also has the lanceolate feathers of the back shorter and shows more spott-
ing on the throat.
When looking at fresh material with badly as well as well developed
gonads it seems hardly justifiable to indicate that males are darker above
-than the females. In material originating from Karimundjawa islands it
is so that the males make a lighter greyish impression on account of the
inte.nsively developed lanceolated mantle feathers. These are shorter and
less numerous in the females. There is much variation in the tint
of the upper 'parts in birds of both sexes,perhaps principally caused by
the development of the gonads. It is rather dangerous to speak of constant
sexual dimorphism in the plumage though the males in nuptial dress may
show the lanceolated occipital feathers longer and the ornamental plumes
on the back heavier.
Birds of both sexes in nuptial plumage show striking ornamental
plumes on the back and may have the occipital crest heavier, showing
a more or less distinct metallic green shine. The upper parts give quite
a different aspect when compared with birds in their non-nuptial period.
When comparing a male from Kangean with testicles of 8 mm and a female
from the same locality with well granular ovary, it cannot be denied that
the female is much darker than the male, principally because the plumes
are less numerous and much less clear grey. It is also impossible to establish
any differences in the width of the buffy edges on the wingcoverts in
both these specimens. In the remaining fresh birds the smallest wing-
coverts in the females show the buffy edges more strikingly than in the
males though differences in this respect on the larger wing-coverts are not
constant. In my material the light edges on the wing-coverts are usually
more buffy coloured in the females than in the males. In many cases they
are nearly white but this character is also not constant and in certain
skins the opposite is the case.
The four males from Bawean island have more green on the pileum
and the remaining upper parts than the males from Karimundjawa though
they did not differ much in the development of the reproductive organs.
The male bird from Kangean seems somewhat intermediate between the
rather dull green Karimundjawa birds and the more intense green males
, from Bawean. It has an extremely heavy bundle of ornamental plumes on
the back, nearly reaching the tip of the tail. A male from Borneo (Ponti-
anak) showing a large crest is much greener on the upper surface than
another Bornean male from Ketapang, The plumes are green for the
greater part in the first male but grey in the second one. This Pontianak
male shows much resemblance to two Celebes males for these skins too
,.
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have plumes which are more metallic green than grey, making them
different from all old and fresh male birds. These show some resemblances
to a skin of amurensis I saw, which is decidedly larger. The two Billiton
males and the only one male from Buton (Celebes) do not differ much
in the upper parts from fresh Karimundjawa birds and the skin of old
date obtained at Ketapang (Borneo).
Three out of the five fresh female skins from Karimundjawa differ
from the males originating from the same locality by the less numerous
and less grey plumes and also because of their shorter crest; two females
had badly developed ovaries, the lanceolated mantle feathers are not
very strikingly present and they are more bronzy green than grey, which
makes them at once different from a female with large gonads. Also in
the Kangean female the ornamental plumes are more green than grey,
though they are well deveioped. Perhaps these plumes become clear grey
in birds with growing reproductive organs. The Pontianak female agrees
rather well with a female from Karimundjawa with a small ovary
because the plumes are not very striking and they are bronzy green, caus-
ing the disappearence of hardly any grey in the upper parts. A female
from Celebes resembles the males from this island, but the plumes are
darker and less numerous, causing this female being much darker than
males, thus again showing the opposite picture as suggested by MAYR.
Five females from Java, two from Billiton and two from Buton
do not differ much in the colour of the upper surface from our fresh
Karimundjawa material and they show the same individual variations.
A female from the Bay of Djakarta resembles a female with a small
ovary from the Karimundjawa islands and another female from Djakarta
resembles another female from Karimundjawa with large ovarium.
The material originating from Celebes and Pontianak requires
perhaps further study because it varies in the colours of the well developed
plumes but the skins studied were obtained so far back as 1912, 1913 and
1931 and do not justify a difinite conclusion.
The subspecies moluccarum differs distinctly from [aoanicus on
account of the quite different tint on the lower neck and upper back,
usually purer grey in the latter subspecies, dirtier and slightly washed
with brown in moluccarum, In poqniensie the neck and upper back are
still darker with a predominance of brown. It is rather remarkable that
the female from Pontianak resembles much patruensis when looking
upon the tint of the lower neck and upper back, but the male originating
from the same locality does not differ much from [aoomicus, A female
from Celebes seems still darker on those parts than ptupueneie but both
,.,
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Celebes males seem closer to moluccarum, certainly not resembling
javanicus. Also two females from Karimundjawa islands and from Range-
an are very dark on those parts as is the case in a juvenile female from
Karimundjawa with a wing of only 155 mm, which is largely bronzy brown
above with a greenish black pileum and nape.
The only (semi adult) male of amurensis studied was secured by
me in 1937 in the central part of Acheen (North Sumatra) in a habitat
quite unknown for the coastal regions visiting [anmnicus, This subspecies
is considered to be a migrant in the Indonesian Archipelago. In West Java
too I repeatedly observed the subspecies tiniurensis on stony riverbeds,
sometimes in mountainous well forested areas rather high above sealevel;
two specimens in my private collection were lost.
When looking upon the upper parts, this Sumatra bird resembles
the females from Pontianak and Celebes discussed above; as is the
ease in those females the lower neck and upper back are somewhat glossy
bronzy brown. This immature bird is distinctly different from nearly all
iomanicus on account of its large wing (188 mm).
The subspecies steini described by MAYR.-,) could not be compared
with the birds at hand because there is not a single skin of this race.
available in Bog-or. In size it seems intermediate between [aoamicus and
amurenei«.
In view of the important individual variation in birds belonging to
the same subspecies, sometimes even occurring among birds originating
from the same localities, it is necessary to be very critical when establish-
ing colour differences in the plumage as racial characters. Also in the
measurements it seems extremely difficult to find well-defined size
differences as racial characters.
For birds originating from Celebes and Rangean MAYR") gives as
wingsize 169 -179 for the males and 174 for the females, whereas I noted
for Kang ean : 178 (0) and 175 (,?). and for Celebes: 168, 174 (6) and
163 mm ('?) which measurements fit rather well in those given by MAYR,
They also agree with the measurements of our Java material and of birds
coming from the neighbourhood of this island. This makes it evident
that MAYR'Sfigures, 183 mm for the wing of a female from Java and
180 mm for a Bali bird are rather large. I never encountered a single bird
from Java and the surrounding islands which had a winglength of 180
mm. Most of them even remain below 175 mm.
Looking at the figures given below it is evident that wing, and
tail-measurements do not vary much in both sexes, though females average
a trifJe smaller than males.
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JUNGE4) gives many measurements of this heron originating from
different parts of Indonesia. So did MAYR~,)and VANBEMMELand VOOUB 1).
Considering these figures so far it concerns Java birds it is evident that
the maximum winglength found by JUNGEfor ten adult specimens (163-
171 mm) is 12 mm shorter than the only female measured by MAYR.But
JUNGE's maximum is also lower than mine for birds originating from the
small islands around Java. I established in nine males and six females
from Karimundjawa, Bawean and Kangean .a winglength which varied
from 162 to 178 mm. A Billiton male measured by VANBEMMELand also by
me shows a wing of 180 mm. These measurements justify the supposition
that icuanicus may vary in wing-length from 162 (a female from Karirnun-
dj awa) to 183 mm (on account of MAYRa female from Java).
RENSCH~) obtained two males from Sumbawa with wings of 185 and
186 mm which he classified as [aocnicus and he mentioned a Sumatra
bird with a wing of 186 mm, which suggests the possibility that the
maximum winglength for [ananicue, living in the Indonesian Archipelago
is still larger than indicated above. RENSCHsupposed that the found wing-
length may indeed be considered extremely large for this race; in my
opinion wings measuring more than 180 mm must be considered uncommon
in true [anxunicus from the Indonesian area. So far as it concerns RENSCH'
birds from Sumbawa classified as [auomicus, some doubt may arise about
the real identity because he remarked having observed his birds repeatedly
along rivers and brooks and in swamps ("Diese kleinen Reiher sah ich
mehrfach an Flusz-und Bachufern, in Sumpf'en und in del' Mangrove").
If this statement means that the birds were observed in the interior
of Sumbawa, they perhaps belong to another race because as far as I do
know [avanicus does not occur in such a habitat. Much later MAYR:i)
described the subspecies steini for the Lesser Sunda Islands after studying
material (4 J, 2 Cjl) originating from Flores, Alor, Sumba and Timor.
Perhaps RENSCH' birds belong to this race. As wingsize for three male
birds MAYRmentioned 178, 183 and 186 mm; in colour the representatives
of steini should be intermediate between [avanicus and moluccarurn, So
far as it concerns the wing, tail and culmen measurements there
seems little reason to be enthousiastic about the validity of steini. Because
I could not dispose of any material for comparison I must refrain from
giving a definite conclusion.
JUNGE4) also measured a wingleng th of 181, 183, 185, and 187 mm
among the only six specimens from Simalur island (off Sumatra's west-
coast) which he studied together with 27 skins originating from other
localities, showing a largest wing of only 179 mm. Nevertheless .lUNGE
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included Simalur into the range of [aoamicus, rejecting icaetopterus, so
that the winglength of [auanicus in the 32 birds he measured varied from
163 to 187 mm. The largest wingsize was of an egglaying female bird,
thus certainly not a migrant.
OBERHOLSERdescribed birds from Simalur as icastopterus, which was
as we will see below synonymized with «murensis by CHASEN~)and with
actophiius by RIPLEy!l). AMADON(see SMYTHIES10) united the latter again
with osnurensis. It is perhaps true that Simalur birds indeed do not belong
to iaoanicus and JUNGE'Sconception goes too far but it does not satisfy to
consider all those large birds as amurensis, which actually has a much
larger wing. This is evident from the figures given by JUNGE4) who men-
tioned a wing of 196 - 215 mm, and by lVIAYR") who mentioned 201, 211,
214 mm for the winglength of three male and 201 and 205 mm for two
female birds.
CHASEN:{) already united carcinophonus and abbotti (known from
Borneo) with [aoomicus and aciophilus and icastopterus with amurensie ;
later RIPLEY(I) considered carcinophonus, abbotti and coircinophiius iden-
tical with [aoanicus and synonymized sipora from Simalur, Nias etc., with
a wing length of 182.5 «(;) and 170.5 (<;J) with spodioooeter, known from
the Andaman and Nicobar islands. He mentioned still another female
bird originating from North Pag i (off Sumatra's westcoast which is the
terra typica of OBERHOLSER'sactophilus) with a wing of 190 mm and
wrote: "These birds presumably represent a northern race found in China
and Siam, which migrates during winter to the southern islands". RIPLEY
looked upon icastopterus as a synonym of actophilue, which he recognized
as a good subspecies, migrating from the Asiatic mainland and recorded
from Simalur and the Pagi islands. He apparently overlooked that long-
winged egglaying female bird from Simalur as measured by JUNGEwhich
makes it evident that large birds need not be migrants.
AMADON(see SMYTHIES10» united aciophilus together with connectens
again with amurensis. But MAYR") was of the opinion that it is probably
not correct to consider OBERHOLSER'sactophiius and icastopterus as
referable to either amurensis or conneciens like PETERS7) and other
authors have done recently. He assumed that there is no evidence that
representatives of both these races migrate regularly as far as Sumatra
and Java. There is some evidence in such a direction since JUNGEhas
proven that a winglength (in a female bird) of 187 mm may be found in
representatives of a breeding subspecies.
CHASEN3) suggested that those large-winged birds may belong to
connectens known from southern China, which averages smaller than
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amurensis. As wing-range of long-winged "winterbirds" examined by him,
CHASENmentioned 186 - 202 mm, agreeing rather well with the wing-range
(180 - 200, mm) for conmectens given by STRESEMANN11). But without
knowing the exact number of measured birds and the months during which
this material was obtained, it is difficult to believe in the occurrence of
conmectens in the Indonesian area. Moreover this race seems hardly or
not maintainable. But I suppose that there are reasons to believe in
the occurrence of tunuorensis within the Indonesian Archipelago and it
may have been representatives of this race which I encountered in the
interior of North Sumatra and "Vest Java. These birds were met with
along freshwater rivers and stony riverbeds, a habitat which I do not
know for the subspecies iavamicu.<;. Therefore, in my opinion, birds in
collections classified as [aoamicue and origlnating from such a habitat,
must be considered with much suspicion.
MAYR5) suggested to accept obbotii for the subspecies living in
Borneo, except for the eastern part of this island, where carcinophonus
occurs. Both races are synonymized with iavanicus by CHASENand RIPLEY.
BISWAS2) has the opinion that the Indian representatives of the
species cannot be identical with [amomicu« because they are distinctly
paler in colouration and have a longer moustachial streak and longer
wings. I did not see any Indian specimens of this heron and therefore
cannot have an opinion about the colour differences in the plumage but
the wing-measurements as given by him for Indian birds (18 3 174 - 184
and 6 'i' 177 - 182 mm) fit rather 'well within those found in Java, so
that separation on account of wingsize differences seems unacceptable.
A comparison of wing measurements of these 24 birds with 3 ~ and
2 'i' Javan birds must be considered insufficient to draw a definite
conclusion from. There are also no' exact particulars in BISWAS' paper
about the material he used for comparison when studying the plumage,
Looking at the colour and size variations among birds belonging to
the same population and with a view, 011 the taxonomic confusion which
I have tried to picture above, I share JUNGE'Sopinion that it is not advisable
to separate more 'subspecies from the existing ones. JUNGE4) already
remarked: "A splitting up in races causes more confusion than clearness
in this case.especially because till now we have been poorly informed
about this species from Sumatra and from most regions of the Asiatic
continent". SMYTHIES10) quoted DEIGNAN'sopinion that no one really
knows anything about this species in south Asia. These frank contentions
must refrain us from setting up still more subspecies as long as no satis-
factory revision on the strength of as much material as possible is available.
,.
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Measurements (in mm) :
subsp. juvanicus:
6 6; Wing (Karimundjawa Islands) : 168, 169, 172, 175; Bawean
Island: 171, 174, 177, 178; Kangean : 178; Other parts of Indonesia (Billi-
ton, Borneo and Celebes) : 168, 171, 173, 177, 179;
Tail (Karimundjawa Islands.) : 63, 65, 67, 67; Bawean : 65, 66, 66, 66;
Kangean: 69; Other parts of Indonesia (Billiton, Borneo and Celebes) :
61, 62, 64, 66, 69; .
Culmen (Karimundjawa Islands): 60, 60, 60, 63.7; Bawean: 62, 63.2,
63.7, 65; Kangean : 64; Other parts of Indonesia (Billiton, Borneo and
Celebes) : 57, 58.7, 58.8, 61.2, 65;
Max., min. and average measurements:
Kar imundjawa Bawean Kangca n
Wing:
168 - 175
--- -------
171
63 - 67
65.50- --
60 - 63.70
--------
60.93
64
178171 - 178
J75
65 - 66
- ...._"-- ---
65.75
62 - 65
-G3~48----
Tail: 69
Culmen:
Indonesia
168-179---_ ....
173.60
61 - 69
64.40
57 - 65
- GO}=!--
Java
(measured
by JUNGE,
Leiden)
169-177--_._-
171.80
62 - 66
-64.80---
60 - 63
61.60
<;' <;' Wing (Karirnundjawa Islands): 162, 162, 163, 177; Kangean :
175; Other parts of Indonesia (Billiton, Borneo and Celebes) : 167, 167,
168, 169, 179;
Tail (Karimundjawa Islands) : 60, 61, 61, 65, 66; Kangean: 65; Other
parts of Indonesia (Billiton, Borneo and Celebes) : 59, 61, 62, 66, 71;
Culmen (Karimundjawa Islands) : 55.2, 58.2, 58.5, 62, 63.5; Kangean:
64; Other parts of Indonesia (Billiton, Borneo and Celebes) : 57.8, 60, 62.2,
62.7,63;'
Max., min. and average measurements:
Karimundjawa Kangean Indonesia
162 - 177 175 167-179
Wing: -------*-166.40 170
60 - 66 65 59 - 71
Tail: ~62:50-' _._---63.80
Culmen:
55.2 - 63.5 64 57.8 - 63
--59.48--- -61.14 -
Java
(measured by
JUNGE Leiden)
154 - 169----
162.60
57 - 66
--61.50'
59 - 61
-Js9--:90-
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13. Some notes on the Moluccan Kestrel, Falco moiuccensie (Br.)
Some recently obtained Kestrels from the Kangean Archipelago (1 J,
3 ~) and from Komodo island (s ) (Lesser Sunda Islands) when compared
with old material, partly originating from the same locality show important
differences. It is dangerous. to establish racial characters if freshly secured
skins and material of old date are being compared. The' taxonomical
difficulties are still accentuated in the rather important individual
variation and the often striking differences in plumage between sexes
and specimens of different ages, as pointed out previously by students of
this species, most thoroughly by SIEBER.S6) .
On the basis of characters indicated by SIEBERSfor separating ju-
veniles from adults, I suppose that three Kangean birds (1 3, 2 c )
and the Komodo female are adults because the remaining specimen has
still some rusty red in the grey on the apical halves of the tail. The gonads
of the recently collected male were small (test.: 5mm), one female had a
very small and another one a large ovary (ovum 15 mm). The characters
found by SIEBERSto separate the sexes agree rather well with the material
from Kangean and Komodo but the markings on the innerwing coverts are
more buffy than reddish. Our freshly obtained skins were partly preserved
,
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in formalin but this seems of little importance since a female not preserved
in that way does not differ from the others either.
The underlying colour in old skins, especially on the wings and. the
upper surface, is much lighter, clearer redbrown, giving them quite a
different appearance from fresh material. While these skins were secured
-at different periods and from the same locality this dissimilarity formed
one of the main reasons for writing these notes.
The three males .present in the Bogor Museum, originating from
Sumba belonging to the subspeciesrenschi can be separated at a glance
from a male of [auensi« from the island of Bali. And also from a Celebes
male and three males from Sumbawa and Flores all belonging to occiden-
ttilis"), because of the much lighter underparts, especially the abdominal
area, undertail coverts and tibial feathering. This is also the ease when
the only available female of renschi is compared.
It is more difficult, however, to separate the only male which we
obtained from the Kangean islands which according to MAYR :.) belong-
to the range of icueneie if compared with these five males of which f'our
should belong to occulenialis on account of the localities of origin. There
seem to be only individual variations in tint and markings on the under-
parts, though those parts and especially the tibial feathers are darker in
the Kangean bird. They show clear, very pronounced markings consisting
of black spots like in a male of occidentolie from Flores. In the latter bird,
however, the tibia are much lighter than in the one from Kangean,
On the upper parts the contrast between the dark. almost black spots
and the reddish brown groundcolour is less intensive than in other skins.
This makes this fresh skin at once distinguishable from the old material,
though in this respect too the individual variability is considerable. The
IE:sSstriking contrast is caused by the darker, dirtier tinge of the under-
lying colour. The same difference is observed when the Kangean male is
compared with the three males of renschi. I failed to discover any differen-
ce in tint or markings on the innerwing, remiges, lower back and uppertail-
coverts between this Kangean skin and the remaining material nor in
the markings on the pile urn and the neck.
Among the three females originating from Kangean one is not yet
fully adult. Another specimen is heavily damaged on the under surface
but together with another adult it nearly closely resembles this semiadult
female. The latter is much darker below than any other female. In this
*) For the time being I do not think it fully justifiable to change the subspecif'ie
name occidentalis as suggested by MEES 4).
,
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immature bird the black markings predominate and the brownish under-
colour is duller, except on the chin, throat and lower underparts. The third
Kangean female is lighter than the remaining ones, differing, however,
from the other races previously d.iscussed in the dull markings below
though the tibial feathers are distinctly barred. This specimen has a very
worn plumage which makes it not well suitable for comparison with birds
having a normal plumage.
The only freshly obtained adult female from Komodo island resembles
the dark Kangean birds: it is darker than the other specimens in the
series studied. The upper parts of the two dark Rangean females are
quite different from the other birds. They are distinctly darker and show
not much difference between adults or semi-adults though the immature
plumage is brighter reddish brown and the streaks on the pileum are less
striking.
The other colour appearance of Kangean's Kestrels is not only
caused by the darker undercolour but also by the denser spots and bars.
These are perhaps characters which MAYR;:) attributed to [euensis, but
the Komodo female almost exactly resembles those Kangean birds. The
third Kangean female is lighter, much duller (as on the under surface)
than all other skins. This is also the case when compared with birds having
a similar worn plumage.
Like the case with many occuienialis and iavensie every individual of
the three Kangean females vary much in tint and markings of the pileum
and the neck. It is rather dangerous to consider such differences to be of
subspecif'ic significance. The adult females from Kangean and Komodo
show wide black shaft streaks, heavier than in any other examined bird.
The markings on the innerwing-coverts seem heavier in the Kangean
birds but in this respect too the Komodo skin does not differ from the
Kangean females. With a view on the large colour uniformity in freshly
secured birds coming from Rangean and Komodo island I became suspi-
cuous about the validity of [onreneis but comparison with material present
in Leiden gave evidence that we may have to deal with a tenable subspecies.
When 13 males and five females of javensis from Java, five maJes
and six females of occideniolis from Celebes, all present in the collections
of the Leiden Museum are compared with the four males from EaU,
Sumbawa and Flores, one adult male and two females from Kangean,
it seems impossible to me, without looking on the labels, to separate the
material on account of differences on the underparts so far as it concerns
material of old date. This makes it rather doubtful to accept MAYR's3)
diagnosis on this point when separating icuensi«. When considering the
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upper parts, however, the diagnostic differences seem acceptable: the
dark bars of the male birds are more pronounced in javensis and the
dark occipital streaks are a trifle broader. Between females there is
apparently no or only very little difference.
All (1 i!J , 3 s ) freshly obtained birds from the Kangean Archipelago
and the Komodo fema1e are again at a glance separable from these old
occideniolie and ituoeneis specimens because of the darker upper and
underparts. This is principally caused by the more bronzy brown tinge
of the ground-colour but these differences are not or hardly observable
in two old Kangean skins present in Leiden. They do not differ from
the old javensis. These old skins are strikingly different from the fresh
ones originating from the same islands. Because of this similarity with
javensis in the material of old date the Kangean birds may belong to this
race in spite of the fact that the characters of javensis are not applicable
to the freshly obtained birds from the Kangean Archipelago. The Komodo
female should belong to occidenialie but I fail to see the difference when
looking at the fresh skin.
MAYR3) considered birds from the Lesser Sunda Islands between
Lombok and Alar intermediate between subspecies occurring in the
surrounding areas. They should be most closely related to occideniolie but
he recognizes renschi. from the island of Sumba and proposes a new race for
Timor and the Southwestern islands>.
CHASEN1) and DELACOUR2) considered microbolia. identical with the
Javan population. MA:YR3) had the opinion that it may be united with
occidenialis from Celebes. It seems impossible to unite Kangean's popu-
lation with microbolia because Kangean birds show larger and broader
dark bars on the wings and upper parts than occideniclis and even than
many javensis. They have the occipital streaks broader except in one
male in which they are very narrow.
MEES4) considered microbolia which is only known from the type,
at best a doubtful endemic race and there seems indeed some reasons to
doubt its validity. Since I did not see a single bird of this subspecies I
cannot have an opinion on this matter. I fail to understan why, zoogeo-
graphically speaking, it is most unlikely that Solombo birds would be
closer to those from Celebes than to those from Java as expressed by
MEEK According to DELACOUR2) the Javanese race also inhabits Borneo
though this island is much closer to Celebes than it is to Java.
Following SMYTHIES7) lVIEESconsidered the differences between
occideniolie and [omeneie "at most rather slight" which seems right as
proven by my experience.
,.
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I have not seen irepresentatives of MAYR's iimorensis nor of both
Moluccan forms moluccensis and bernsieini but so far as the measurements
are concerned there are no important differences when the figures given
by SIEBERSU) and MAYR;:) are considered. STRESEMANNX) had the opinion
that the south Moluccan representatives of the species cannot be seen as
a unit and considered them occideniolis ~ orieniolis.
The subspecies renschi. is perhaps a trifle larger in wing and tail
than occidenialis and iaoensie. Timoreneis and birds from the Kalao-
Djarnpea-Group of islands (off Celebes) are apparently smallest but with a
view on the variations in size within the same subspecies there seems no
base for accepting size differences to be of subspecific significance.
It should be worth restudying the validity of all six or seven Indo-
nesian races of this species by comparing sufficient large, critically
arranged series.
Measurements (in mm) :
s s Wing; [auensis : 221, 222, 223, 225, 225, 227, 228, 230, 232, 236 ;
occideniolie : 217, 225, 225, 226, 228;
renschi : 225, 227, 236;
Kangean Archipelago: 227;
Tail; [auensis : 145, 146, 146, 152, 154, 154, 156, 160, 162, 163;
occidentalis : 147, 148, 153, 160, 161;
renschi : 153, 155, 161;
Kangean Archipelago: 153;
Culmen; javensis: 14.i;'i4.5:, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15,5, 15.5, 16, 16;
occideniolis : 14.9, 15,3, 15.5, 15,6, 15,8;
renschi : 13.5, 14, 15,5;
Kangean Archipelago: 15;
Max., min. and average measurements:
javensis occuientolis
221 - 236 217 - 228--.----
--226,90 224.20
145 - 163 147 - 161
-153.80 -:153-:-80
14.5 - 16 14.9 - 15.8
------ ------
15.20 15.42
renschi
225 - 236-------
229.33
153 - 161
156.33
13.5 - 15.5--- ..-
14.33
Kangean islands
Wing: 227
Tail: 153
Culmen: 15
~ ~ Wing; [auensis : 225, 227, 230, 232, 232, 237, 237, 237, 241, 242;
occidentolis : 220, 229, 231, 234, 235;
renschi : 235;
,.
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Kangean Archipelago: 230, 234, 240;
Komodo Island: 234;
Tail; [aoeneie: 145, 148, 150, 151, 155, 155, 157, 158, 160, 164;
occidenialis : 150, 152, 155, 155, 169;
renschi: 156;
Kangean Archipelago: 159, 163, 168;
Komodo Island: 154;
javensis: 13.5, 15, 15, 15.5, 15.5, 16, 16, 16.5, 16.5, 16.5;
occuleniolie: 14, 15, 15.8, 16.8, 17;
renschi: 16.1;
Kangean Archipelago: 15.5. 16.5;
Komodo Island: 16;
Culmen;
Max., min. and average measurements:
[aoeneie occ·identalis ren8chi Kangean .isl. Komodo
Wing: 225 - 242 220 - 235 235 230 - 240 234--_. ------_.
2.3'4.67 '-234 22(}.80
Tail: 1·15 - 164 150 - 169 156 159 - 168 154
154.30 -156:20 163.33
Culmen: 13.5 - 16.5
14 -17 16.1 15.5 - 16.5 16----,,-_. --15.72 - --_ .. __ .15.60 16
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14. On the Indonesian races of Alcedo 'meninting HORSF., especially about
the validity of the subspecies nerreouoiii
Though the subspecies uerreauxii is recognized as a valid race, well
distinguishable from meninting on account of size and colour differences,
there are several authors who rejected or doubted its validity. This
diversity of opinions induced me to study the material present in the
Bogor Museum.
When comparing the underparts of 17 species of the nominal race with
an equal number of specimens belonging to the subspecies verreauxii, and
the only specimen of proximo. present in Bogor's Museum, there are only
some inidividual variations recognizable in the brown of these parts.
Very dark and extremely light specimens are present in meniniinq as
well as in uerreauxii; proximo. cannot be distinguished from represen-
tatives of the two other races. There is no sexual dimorphism on this
point either.
Also on the sides of the head and the neck there are rather important
variations which have nothing to do with racial characters. Not only in the
extension of the black at the base of the lower mandible but also in the
extent and the colour of the light patch between the eyes and the nostrils,
The quantity of the blue colour on the sides of the head varies much but
in the examined series the male birds have bluer cheeks than the females.
Finally, there is a rather considerable variability in the light shoulder-
patch, usually strikingly present but sometimes almost absent.
Difference in the quantity of blue on the cheeks' is considered by
CHASEN and BODEN KLOSS ;J) as an aberration. According to them SHARPE
identified the rusty cheeked birds as females, whereas MEYER & WIGLES-
WORTHand LAUBMANNattributed this character to the juvenile plumage.
In my opinion SHARPE'sview was the right one for among the many birds
seen by me there is not a single male which have rusty cheeks. Although
there are two females which have blue cheeks, there is a possibility that
they were wrongly sexed. Of two distinct juveniles, the male has a blue and
blackish cheek while the female has a rusty one. This is in contrast to
LAUBMANN'sopinion.
The blue on the wings varies also rather importantly but in our
series meninting averages bluer on the wing than uerreouaiii; there is also
much blue in proxima: About the same holds good for the blue on the
upper surface which may vary from clear blue to light bluish green;
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the quantity of this colour varies much within the same subspecies.
However, when seen in series it cannot be denied that birds of the nomi-
nate race average bluer on the upper parts and show a somewhat different
tone of this colour than is the case in oerreauxii, though there is some
overlapping.
The presence of a rather small quantity of blue in a bird secured
from Panaitan island (Sunda Strait) makes it closer related to verreouaii
than to the Javanese race meninting. With a view on the size, the light
somewhat greenish tinged blue on the back and uppertail coverts
it again resembles the latter race, since meninting is somewhat larger than
oerreauxii. The gonads of this bird were destroyed but it is supposed to be
a female because it has hardly any blue on the cheeks.
The only male specimen of proxima. seems closer related to meninting
than to »erreauxii. The upper parts of proxinui are a trifle more blue
than in the latter race, but in size it surpasses representatives of both
races. A single specimen of proximo. seen by JUNGEG) is said to be slightly
greener blue on the upperside than all other representatives of the species
examined by him, but in my material such a difference could not be
observed.
When looking at the figures given below there is no evidence of
important individual variation in winglength, but the billsize within the
same subspecies may vary considerably. However, our material shows a
rather distinct difference in all its measurements, most strikingly in the
billsize, between meninting and cerreouaii which seems reason enough
to maintain the latter subspecies even if there should be no differences
in plumage as supposed by certain authors.
CHASENand BODENKLOSS~)have the opinion that typical meniniina of
Java is paler or more turquoise than oerreauxii known from the Malay Pe-
ninsula, Sumatra and Borneo. It is also larger, the wing length ranging
from 64 to 70 mm in meniniinq against a maximum of 65 mm in oerreauxii
which is in accord with my experiences. But when discussing a large
series of birds from West Sumatra, ROBINSONand BODENKLOSS11) did not
recognize oerrecuxii though their four examined specimens had wings of
only 62 - 63 mm.
JUNGEG) failed to discover the differences in plumage as indicated
by CHASENand BODENKLOSS3) between the two subspecies discussed. He
agreed as to the difference in size like he also did with a male bird from
Enggano island. Later JUNGE7) returned to the subject and concluded
that after comparing 16 birds from Sumatra with an equal series from
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Java, neither size nor colour differences are important enough to justify
the existence of v erreauxii. DE SCHAUENSEE12) classified with some hesi-
tation four birds from the Batu islands having wings of 65 mm (~)
and 66, 67, 68 mm (c;?) as uerreauxii. He remarked that RILEY 9) was
perhaps right in suggesting that this race is identical with menimiitu),
but that he had not enough material at hand to decide.
From the above it is evident that I cannot share this opinion and
therefore I agree with the situation as it exists now. Besides a small
difference in size there are some differences in the blue on the wings and
upper parts though these two characters are only recognizable when suffi-
cient large series are available.
The validity of OBERHOLSER'Scollima is doubted by STRESEMANN1:,),
STUARTBAKERlU) considered this race synonymous to meniniinq, JUNGE'SG)
experiences with OBERHOLSER'Seubviridis may lead to the supposition that
this race may be considered a very weak one too. STUARTBAKERcould not
study the value of subviridis because of lack of material but he stressed
the difficulties when studying this Kingfisher subspecifically when no good
series are available. There is no proof that this condition was fulfilJed
when OBERHOLSER8) described the subspecies caUima and subviridis; he
did not even mention the number of specimens studied, neither does he
give any real evidence of size differences between these two subspecies
and birds belonging to the nominate race. RIPLEY 1U) considered these two
races together with proxima. synonyms of meniniina,
Though in my opinion post mortem changes in the plumage are not
very important, it seems wise to take into account the differences in
collecting periods when looking for racial characters in the plumage of
this species.
Measurements (in mm.) :
6 6 Wing; meniniirut : 63, 64, 64, 65, 65;
oerreauxii : 61, 61, 62, 63, 63;
proxima: 67;
Culmen;
meniniinq : 26, 28, 28, 29, 33;
uerrecueii: 26, 26, 26, 27, 28;
proxima: 30;
meninting: 37, 39, 39.5, 40, 40.8;
uerreauxii: 35.3, 36, 36, 38.4;
proxima: 38;
Tail;
,
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Max., min. and average measurements:
meniniuu; verreouxii
63 - 65 61 - 63--' ..- -_ ..
64.20 62
26 - 33 26 - 28
28.8026.60
37 - 40.8 35.3 - 38.4
+--- .---- ._- -'---'~'-
39.26 36.43
Wing:
Tail:
Culmen:
~ 2 Wing; meniniinq : 65, 66, 66, 67, 67;
meniniinq (Panaitan island) : 65;
verrecuirii : 63, 64, 64, 64, 65;
Tail; meuiniinq : 26, 30, 30, 31, 32;
meniniisu; (Panaitan island) : 28;
uerreauxii : 26, 27, 27, 28, 31 ;
Culmen; Ineni'nting: 32, 36.8, 38.5, 39.5, 39.8;
meniniinq (Panaitan island) : 37.5;
oerreouxii: 28.8, 31.9, 33, 35, 36,8;
Max., min. and average measurements:
meniniinq meniniino
(Panaitan island)
Wing: G5 - 67 G5-,- -- .... ---"
66.20
Tail: 26 - 32 28--25:80-
Culmen: ::;2 - 3!J.8 31/_50
37.32
Some measurements compiled from literature:
Wingsize
JUNGJ<Ji)
meniniinq Java 16 cl '(
65.10
DE SCHAUENSEE e)
meniniini: Java 2 J 65, 66
oerreauxii Sumatra 4 J 64 - 66
»erreauxii Batu Islands 1 is 65
»erreauxii Batu Islands 3 2 66, 67, 68
BODEN KLOSS 1)
uerrecuaii Sumatra 1 J 62
uerreanuxii Sumatra 1 2 62
inoxima
G7
30
38
68 - 65
64
2(; - 31
--27.80--
28.8 - 3G.S
- 3R,iO'
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STRESEMANN 1,,)
verreouxii Borneo 4 (; 64, 64, 65, 65
verreouaii Borneo 1 ~ 63
CHA8.EN 2)
uerreauxii Billiton Is1. 1 s 62
oerreauxii Billiton Is1. 2 ~ 63, 64
JUNGE 7)
»erreauaii Sumatra 16 cl ¥ 62 - 68114
CHASEN & BODEN Kt.oss "I)
uerreouxii Borneo 2 (; 62, PI::;
oerrecuxii Borneo 1 9 G4
CHASEN & HOOGERWERF ")
»erreauxii Sumatra 1 cl 60
ROBINSON & BODEN RLOSS 11)
uerreouxii Sumatra 3 <5 62, (;2. G2
uerreauxii Sumatra 1 ~ 63
VOOUS 17)
uerreau.xii Borneo 4 .3 ? (i3, 63.5, 64.5, G5.5
RTLEY")
VC'ITCO<l/;t:ii, Suma tra 5 (; 'Vino" _G~~~3 -Tail' 23.i5~_28~5Culmen' ,,3~.~:4!,
h' 61.80 . 26.20 . 39.60
GO-62.5 24.5-27 39-41
" --GT20'" 25.50 ,,' 39.80
59-66 24.5-28 34-38
"62.4-0" 26 " ---36.70
(il 27 40.50
1)etTeallxii Borneo 3 (,
uerreauxii Sumatra 4 ~
ceneauaii Borneo 1 ?
Recapitulation of wing measurements:
uerrecuxii
5 59 - 66
. ? '61:7(5'25 6 GO- Gti.. 62,14
G2 - 68
64.07
2 <3
meninrisu)
65, 6ii
63 - ()9_._-
(;5.1016 i3 ~20 .3 ?
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15. On some races of the White-collared Kingfisher, Hclcucn. chlori«
(BODO.) within the Indonesian Archipelago.
Nearly 30 freshly collected birds, principally originating from the
satellite islands of Java which all may belong to the same subspecies,
show such important individual variations that it seems worthwhile to
record the result of my study on this material and a comparison made with
a large number of skins of old date present in the Bogor Museum.
In a series of 60 skins belonging to six different subspecies it is
hardly possible to establish any other than individual differences
in the tint of the underparts. Exception is found in material of
the nominal race which averages somewhat darker, more buffy, on these
parts. Six out of ten specimens of this form are distinctly buffy below
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rather similar to only two specimens from a series of ten palmeri
from Java. This colour still seems to be more strikingly present in juvenile
birds as already pointed out by several authors. This makes such birds at
once separable from young polmeri which are white with dark markings
on the chest without or hardly any buff.
When considering our birds, with closed wings, on the flanks the
most important individual variation can be established in the colour of
the wings and also in the tint of the dark line running from the base of
the biII, below the eyes to the neck. The wing-coverts vary from light
bluish green to almost deep blue, but the remiges are rather uniformly
blue, not or hardly mixed with green. If seen with the light coming from
behind the tint on the auriculars varies in my series from bluish green
to nearly black. This seems to have neither to do with the sex nor with
the development of the gonads. There is f.i. a male bird from Bawean
island with testicles of about 6 mm which is almost black on that region.
A second male from the same island had the gonads still somewhat larger
and show very light auriculars. The same holds good for some freshly
secured birds from Panaitan island. In fresh skins this dark tint is nearly
always mixed with some greenish or shows a greenish shade, giving thus
a different impression when viewed with the light from behind and from
aside. In old material the auriculars seem to average duller but often
the difference in tint is maintained. This is evident from several skins
belonging to chloris, a single skin of chloropiera I could dispose of and
some paimeri from Sebesi island (Sunda Strait), Karimundjawa and the
Bay of Djakarta.
Though the single skin of chloropter«, two of meueri, one of azelo.
and some of chloris I studied, may average darkest on the auriculars, it
cannot be denied that a bird secured from Panaitan island (Sunda Strait),
some from Karimundjawa and all specimens from the Kangean Archi-
pelago do not differ at all in this respect from those old skins. This
important variation makes it quite impossible to separate birds belonging
to chloris from palmeri and when considering our (scanty) material of
chloropiero. and aeela, it again seems hardly justifiable to consider the
difference in tint on the auriculars to be of subspecific value. Very large
series of these subspecies may indeed be absolutely necessary in order to
accept differences in this respect as a racial character. This is apparently
also the case when differences in tint of the wing-coverts and in the colour
or extension of the light superciliary are considered.
Still more individual variation can be established in the colour of
the upper parts, not only in the greenish or bluish tint, but also in the
,.
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extention of the black and white nuchal collar. Even in birds originating
from the sam-e locality and secured at about the same time there is some-
times such an important individual variation that it seems hardly
possible to rely upon such differences for subspecific separation. This
is evident from the, fresh material from Panaitan island, Karimundjawa
and Kangean. When speaking about colour differences it is necessary to
take into account the direction whence the light falls on the plumage and
the way how the material has been prepared because the width of the
nuchal collar can be considerably influenced by the taxidermist. Looking
at the material with the light from behind most skins are light green but
with the light from aside the colour turns to blue without much green in
it and a skin prepared 'with a long neck shows a wide nuchal collar. A bird
with the neck being pressed between the shoulders gives an impression of
having a very narrow collar.
When the three skins of aeeia. chloroptera and humii are mixed with
large series of chloris or polmeri, they are inseparable without looking
on the labels. Nor is it possible to distinguish freshly collected birds
from Strait Sunda, Ka rimundjawa, Kangean or Komodo Island (between
Sumbawa and Flores) when they are included into the series of old
material belonging to palmeri and chloris which partly originate from
the same localities. From this it is evident that it is most difficult to
accept any colour difference as a racial character and that post-mortem
changes in the plumage, caused by long storage are not very important.
Though there are some indications that skins preserved in formalin
become a trifle more blue, this seems not always the case as shown by
some Kangean skins preserved in this preservative. In this case
the same individual colour variations can be observed like in the series
from Panaitan island which was preserved dry. There is also no evidence
that the differences in colour are considerably influenced by the develop-
ment of the reproductive organs, for a male bird with testicles of about
12 mm is much bluer above than another one which had the gonads in
a similar stage of development. Birds collected in Kangean in August
and September l1ad those organs well developed and those secured in
Bawean in June showed similar development except one bird. In September
the situation on Panaitan island was similar to the one found in the
Kangean and Bawean material. Females from Karimundjawa shot in
October and November had small gonads, the males large ones.
STRESEMANN9) already pointed to the difference in plumage among
juveniles of chloris and palrneri ; he moreover mentioned the very dark
,.
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upper parts of chloris juveniles. Both facts were also observed by me and
seem important enough to be maintained as subspecif'ic characters.
The single skin of chloropiera ':') studied agrees with the particulars
given by JUNGE~) because this bird has indeed dark auriculars. 'I'hisIs
also the case in the single specimen of «zei« from Enggano island. JUNGER)
also reported that the specimens he examined showed this character.
Both these forms differ distinctly in measurements but chloroptero. is
of about the same size as 'pahnc1'i and chloris. Many specimens of these
two races also have almost black auriculars, which is the case with the
whole population of Holcuon chioris from Kangean so far it concerns
the material seen by me. I did not succeed in finding any difference between
this chloropter« skin and many representatives of the species originating
from Sumatra, Java and all of my Kangean birds. But larger series,
especially of chloropiera are necessary to enable me to have a definte
conclusion about the value of this subspecies. There might be a possibility
that birds belonging to this form average larger in size as proven by
the measurements taken by JUNGE.This is evident from the wingsize as
given by DE SCHAUENSEE~)for birds from the Batu islands. According to
PETERS") they also belong to the range of chioroptera. My measurements
taken from specimens coming from Karimundjawa, Bawean and Kangean,
however, show a' remarkable resemblance to those of chloroptera as
compiled from literature. As remarked above, all my Kangean birds
resemble this latter race in having the very dark auriculars, This makes
chloroptera rather difficult to be maintained if sufficient numbers or
large series indeed do not show other differences with representatives of
the species from the Kangean Archipelago. It is impossible to maintain
the same subspecies for two groups of islands so fa.r apart, separated
by territories inhabited by otJ~DJ:forms, triz, azela from Enggano island,
laubmamniarui from South Sumatra and paimeri from Java.
The subspecies azela. is decidedly smaller than palmeri or chloris.
H. e. humii found in some regions of northern Sumatra is still smaller
than azelo. so that both these races can be maintained, even when there are
no differences in the plumage between those and the other races discussed
above. I did not examine lauomommumo. (syn. cyClll'ieseens) which according
to PETERSshould inhabit South Sumatra so that I have no opinion about
that race. JUNGE4) did not notice 'any difference "between J avan and
Sumatran birds and united them again under the name cuomescene.
*) This a bird from Simalur island should belong to the range of laubmannitma.
according to RIPLEY 7) but to' chloroptera according to PETERS 6) , . I have
followed PETERS.
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When looking for differences between palmeri and chloris there is
in the first place the difference in the juvenile plumage and, probably,
also a more buffy tint in the underparts of the adults of chloris. Moreover
this subspecies may average a trifle smaller than polmeri as proven by
the measurements given by VANBEMMELand Voous 1). This can, however,
not be confirmed by my figures, though the weights I found (0 65 - 82,
9 73 - 85 gr) for polsneri from Strait Sunda, Karimundjawa, Bawean
and Kangean indeed are heavier than those given by these authors for
chloris «(I; 51 - 61, 9 54 - 61 gr). The weigths as given by STRESEMANN0)
for birds of the latter subspecies from Ceram, viz. 85 and 93 gr seem
rather heavy.
Two skins in the Bogor collections, classified as meueri and originating
from the Togian islands (North Celebes) resemble chloropier« because of
the dark auriculars but they seem closer to chloris in size. It is perhaps
right to synonymize meueri with chloris as was done by VAN BEMMEL
and Voous.
MAYRC,) described not less than five new subspecies of this King-
fisher, partly on account of colour-differences which in my opinion are
subj ect to much individual variation. No representatives of these races
are available in Bogor which makes it impossible to have an opinion about
their validity. With a view on the very large individual variations among
representatives of the same subspecies, it seems justified to suppose that
the species chloris which has about 50 subspecies, has been seriously
oversplit.
I have classified the recently collected birds from the Sunda Strait area,
Karirnundjawa, Bawean and Kangean islands as palrneri with the remark,
however, that the birds obtained from the latter three groups of islands
seem to be larger in size than polmeri from Java, especially in their bill.
Secondly the Kangean birds are very uniform in having the auriculars
very dark.
The two freshly obtained skins from Komodo island were included
into the nominate race only because this island is considered to be part
of the range of chloris. I fail to see any reliable difference between those
Komodo birds and good series of pclmeri but my material from this
island is insufficient to base a conclusion on.
Measurements (in mm) :
,) (I; Wing; pclmeri (Java): 105, 106, 107, 109, 114;palme1'i (Panait-
an Island, Sunda Strait): 103, 108, 113; paimeri (Sebesi Island, Sunda
Strait) : 114; palmeri (Karimundjawa Islands) : 110, 113, pelmeri (Bawean
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Island): 108, 109, 114, 115, 118, 118; palmeri (Kangean Islands): 110,
113, 116; chloris (Celebes, Moluccas): 106, 107, 109, 109, 110, 112, 114;
chloris (Komodo Island) : 113, 114;
Tail; paimeri (Java) : 66, 68, 68, 71, 71; pnl1ne1'i (Panaitan Island) : 68,
69, 74; polmeri (Sebesi Island): 74; palmeri (Karimundjawa) : 67, 69;
polmer; (Bawean) : 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76; polmeri (Kangean) : 68;
76, 77; chloris (Celebes and Moluccas) : 62, 64, 65, 69, 69, 69, 72; chloris
(Komcdo) : 69, 72;
Culmen; palmeri (Java) : 41.5, 43.2, 44.1, 44.7, 48.1; pulrneri (Panaitan
Island) : 42.3, 43.7, 44.5; palmeri (Sebesi) : 46; polmeri (Karimundjawa) :
49.4,51; palmeri (Bawean) : 43.5,47,47,48,48.5,48.8; pal/meri (Kangean) :
44.8,45,47; chloris (Celebes and Moluccas) : 42.2, 42.3, 44.3, 44,5, 45.1, 45.5,
45.5; chloris (Komodo) : 46.5, 48.5;
Max... min. and average measurements:
polmer palmeri palmeri
Java Panaitan Island Sebesi
palmeri
Kar, Djawa
polmeri
Bawean
Culmen:
110, 113 108 - 118
111.50 -113.67 .
67,69 70-76
--------_ ...
68 72.67
49.4, 51 43.5 - 48.:5
50.20 47.13
palmeri chloris chloris
Kangean Celebes, Mol. Komodo
110 - 116 106 - 114 113, 114
·····-113 -- .. 109.57- 113.50---
68 - 77 62 - 72 69, 72- ._-- - -----. ----.---
73.67 67.14 70.20
44.8 - 47 42.2 - 45.5 46.5, 48.5
-- 45.60 - - -44.20·-- ----4-4 -
'i' c;> Wing; palrneri (Java) : 109, 110, 112, 113, 114; palmeri (Pana-
itan Island): 10-4; polmeri (Sebesi) : 114; palmeri (Karimundjawa) : 109;
110, 112, 112, 113, 115, 117; pol/meri (Bawean) : 105; palmeri (Kangean) :
110, 115 ;chloris (Celebes and Moluccas) : 110, 110, 111, 113, 113; azet«
(Enggano Island) : 100; chloroptera (Simalur Island) : 116; humii (Berhala
Island) : 95;
Tail; palmeri (Java): 65, 69, 69, 69, 74; palrneri (Panaitan Island) :
70; pobmeri (Sebesi): 72; palmeri (Karimundjawa) : 67, 68, 71, 72, 72,
73, 77; polmeri (Bawean) : 72; palmeri (Kangean) : 69, 74; chlorie (Cele-
bes, Moluccas) : 66, 67, 69, 71, 72; azela. (Enggano) : 66; chloropiera
(Simalur) : 75; hwtnii (Berhala Island) ; 61; .
Wing: 105 - 114 103 - 113 114-108.20 ... ·····108_..
Tail: 66 -71 68 -74 7468.80 ... '--'70:3'3--
Culmen: 41.5 - 48.1 42.3 - 44.5 46-44.32 - ...-----43.50
Wing:
Tail:
,.
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Culmen; poimeri (Java) : 41.5, 44.9, 45, 46, 48.2; palmeri (Panaitan
Island): 45.8; polmeri (Sebesi): 46.7; pai1ner-i (Karimundjawa) : 42, 43,
48, 48, 48.4, 49, 51.1; palmeri (Bawean) 47.5; palmeri (Kangean) : 49.1,
49,3; chloris (Celebes, Moluccas) : 42.2, 44, 44.3, 44.8, 45.2; azela (EnR-
gano) : 41; chloroptero. (Simalur) : 46.5; liumii (Berhala Island) : 43.6;
Max., min. and average measurements:
1)(dmeri palmeri palm cri paimeri palm eri
Java Panaitan hland Sebesi T(al'. Dja wa Bawean
Wing: 109 - 114 109-117---iTDfo -" l(IJ 114 11::i.-G7 .ID;:,
Tail: 65 - 74 67 - 77"""(39.20 70 7£. 71:4:f- 72
Culmen: 41.5 - 48.2 42 - 51.5-- ..---- '15.30 40.70 ---- ..----- H.SO45.12 47.13
palmeri chloris «zeta chloroptera. liuinii
Kangea n Celebes, MoL Enggano Simalu r Berhala
Wing: 110, 115 110 - 11:'1--1i2-.50 111.40 100 ]16 95
Tail: G9, 74 G7 - 72- ' ..- ""- - GG 75 6171.50 G9
Culmen: ·19.1 - 4U.8 ·12.2 - 45.2
49.20 44.10
4.1 4G.50 4:U;0
Some measurements compiled from literature (in mm) :
JUNGE 4); palmeri :
75 .) 'i' Java; Wing: 105 - 11G; Culmen: 38 - 48 mm
JUNGE ~) ; chloropiera :
Culmen:
109 - 119.5
114.58
41.50 - 50
45.G7
110 -118
_, __ •• 0
114.43
43 - 50
47.58- --
75.58
6 6 Simalur Island; Wing: ; Tail: 72 - 80
7 Q Simalur Island; Wing: Tail: 74 - 77.5---76.D7--
Culmen:
DE SCHATJENSEE,') ; chloroptera:
6 0 Batu Islands; Wing:
~ Q Batu Islands; Wing:
108.5 - 119
112.42
1] 0 - 119.5
---- _._ .._---. ----.ns.or
1,
2.
.,".
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
,
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VAN BEMMEL & VOODSl) ; chloris:
8 1o Muna & Buton Is1. (South Celehes) ; Wing: 99 - 108
-103:63'
62 - 70
6(3:50--
Muna & Bu ton Is1. (South Celcbes) : Wing: _~9,-1~2_
, 105
G3 - 70
67.29
Tail:
7 'jl
Tail:
'Weights (in grammes) :
Sunda St.rait Islands: 5 cl 6S.4 - 8Ui
74 l'i' 73.20
Karirnundjawa Islands: 2 6 78; 80 ; 4 'i' 77 - 85
81
Bawean Island: 4 cl 65 - 80
74.75
70 - 78
73.33 ; 2 'i' 75, 80
; 1 'i' 80
Kangean Islands: 3 <5
Compiled from literature:
VAN BEMMEL & Voous 1) ; chloris :
Muna & Buton (South Celebes) : 7 0 :j1 - G1
54.86
STRESEMANN !J) ; chloris :
Ceram : <5'i' 85 and 93
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16. Some remarks about the Crested Tree-Swift, Hemiprocne longipenni.s
(RAFINESQUE) .
Rather large individual variations in plumage in small series of
specimens of the subspecies longipennis, obtained from the Strait Sunda
area and from the Kangean Archipelago formed the reason to compare
these fresh skins with the already existent material of this subspecies
present in the Bogor Museum and some other races known from the
Indonesian region. This comparison gave evidence that some post-mortem
changes do occur which seem also important enough to be recorded.
The recently obtained material consists of 3 cl and 3 <;' originating
from Java's most western peninsula Udjung Kulon, Panaitan isla.nd
(Sunda Strait) and from the Kangean Archipelago.
A fema.le bird from Udjung Kulon had a full grown egg in its ovary,
the male showed well developed gonads (test.: 3 - 4 mm.) . Both birds from
Panaitan island had small gonads as was the case with the two Kangean
specimens of which the female had the ovary well granular. One bird from
Panaitan island has still some traces of the juvenile plumage: some dark
bars on the chest and belly. The small secondaries are grey for the greater
part, having whitish edges, averaging darker than in the adults.
When comparing ten birds belonging to the nominal race with a
similar number of harterti, eight of the subspecies uxillacei and three of
perlonqo.; it is evident that birds belonging to longipennis are lighter
on the underparts than those of the other races, though hardly noticeable
in harterii of which - however - none is so light below like several
individuals of the nominate race. Representatives of the subspecies ioallacei
and perlonau. are distinctly darker below than longipennris or harterti
and the three skins of perlonaa. Not only on account of the smaller whitish
region on the abdomen, but also because of the darker tint of the grey.
The birds collected in the Sunda Strait area and in the Kangean
islands do not agree at all with our old longipennis material f'rom Java.
They show distinctly less white below even when compared with harterti
and the grey is also purer than in old skins. Owing to the fact that these
differences are present in birds collected in such divergent areas such
as the Sunda Strait and the Kangean Archipelago, they are supposedly
caused by the differences in the period of collecting. This makes it neces-
sary to be very critical when fresh material is being compared with old
skins if one looks for subspecific characters.
There is also some variation in the tint of the cheeks and the sides of
the foreneck in birds obtained from the same locality. Usually the light
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and dark areas are more clearly marginatecl in lon.gipennis than they are
in harierti and perhaps still less in pertona«, but they show the most
contrast in icallacei. This holds good for both sexes but can only be used
when studying series. There is also some individual variation in the reddish
brown on the ear-coverts in the males, being somewhat clearer in longi-
prnnis than in harierti, apparently still darker in perlonqa and darkest
in uiollacei. In representatives of the latter race this colour may cover the
smallest area. The bluish tinge on the wings, especially on the wing-coverts
is subject to considerable variation. This is also the case with the whitish
tint and its extent on the smaller secondaries and wing-coverts, which makes
it rather dangerous to consider such differences to be of subspecific value,
Most of our freshly obtained material has much blue on the wings, most
obvious in both Kangean specimens, whereas the brownish tint on the car-
coverts in birds originating from Udjung Kulon and Kangean is darker
than in the old skins from Java. The male bird (with well developed repro-
ductive organs) from Udjung Kulon has no reddish brown at all on the
cheeks.
When looking at the upper parts, I fail to discover the racial diffe-
rences between longipennis and harterti as mentioned by STRESEMANN 7).
The tint of the feathering on the lower back and uppertail-coverts varies
so considerably in the series examined that it does not seem advisable
to consider such differences to be of subspecific importance. In the males
of unuripenmis only the whitish colour on the smallest secondaries is
somewhat lighter than in harterii, but as already remarked above there
is a great deal of individual variation in this respect. Perhaps 'hCi1'te1'ti
has more pure metallic green on the neck and mantle than lorujipenmis
like in all examined females and in some males. The subspecies uicllacei
and perlonq« do not differ much in this respect when compared with
longipennis •. in the three examined specimens of uerumqo. the white on
the wings is extremely poor. JUNGE:1) considered perlono« as a well recog-
nizable race, separable from the nominate race and from harierii by
larger wings, but he could not compare his perlonqa with well preserved
longipenn.iS' material.
The difference indicated by MEYER and WIGLESWORTH 3) viz. that
ioallacei should be bluer above than lonqipenmie could not be confirmed in
my material. There is more blue in the five females of toturipenmis than
in the eight skins belonging to ioollacei. Nevertheless RfoPLEY 5) considered
uiollacei a tenable subspecies on account of its bluer upper parts.
,.
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Our fresh material of the nominate subspecies is darker above,
especially on the lower back anduppertaiI-coverts, but there is an
important difference in this respect between both (fresh) Udjung Kulon
birds and the four recently obtained skins from the nearby Panaitan
island and the far-away Kangean. The four skins from the latter area are
distinctly darker on those parts than all other lonaipennis studied, though
less strikingly observable when compared with the Leiden material, which
I have seen. On account of the fact that similarity on this point is
present in birds originating from divergent territories it is not justifiable
to consider it as a good racial character.
Summarizing I am of the opinion that harterbi is a very thin
race (RIPLEY:' already doubted' the validity about 20 years ago).
H. l. ioollacei and perlonqo. are well defined subspecies, especially on
account of size differences; pe1'longa is' somewhat larger than harierti
and longipennis, while wallacei is still larger than perlonaa -;There might
be also some colour differences in the plumage of the latter races when
compared with harierti or longipennis.
I could neither compare specimens of ocuptero. from Nias nor ihoa
from Enggano and Batu islands (off Sumatra's West coast) but they both
are considered with some suspicion by PE.TERSJ), being synonymized with
perlonqc. by RIPLEN"). JUNGE2) and DE SCHAUENSEEf;) considered thoa a
synonym of perlonao:
Measurements (in rnm.) :
& 6 Wing; lonqipenni« (Java): 167, 167, 168, 168; Zongipennis
(Udjung Kulon): 162; longipennis (Panaitan island): Hi4; longipennis
(Kangean Archipelago) : 171; harierti (Sumatra, Billiton) : 154, 155, 158,
160, 169; iccllacei (Celebes) : 179, 181, 181, 182, 183; perlonsja (Simalur) :
175, 178;
Tail; Lotujipenmis (Java) : 94, 96, 107, 107; lonaimennis (Udjung Ku-
Ion) : 105; lonqipennie (Panaitan island) : 86; lonqipennie (Kangean) : 106;
harierti (Sumatra, Billiton): 72, 88, 91, 92, 99; uiallacei (CeJebes): 98,
110, 114, 118, 119; perlonqa (Simalur) : 110, 112;
Culmen; longipennis (Java): 5.1, 5.5, 6.5, 6.8; lotujipennis (Udjung
Kulon) : 6.8; longipennis (Panaitan island): 5.5; lonoipenmis (Kangean) :
5.5; harterti (Sumatra, Billiton) : 5, 6, 6, 6, 6; urallacei (Celebes) : 6, 6, 6,
6.1, 7; perionqa (Simalur) : 6.5, 6.5;
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Max., mill. and average measurements:
lonqipenni»
Java
longipennis longipennis long'ipennis
L1djung Kulon Panaitun island Kangean
167 - H;8
-f67.50- lG2 164 171
Culmen:
U4 - 107---i'01---
5.1 - 6.8
---t.98
105 86 106Tail:
6.8 5.5 5.5
Wing: 154 - 169-- -159~20-
72 - 99
88.40 -
5 - 6
5.80
uialiacei
Celebes
179 -183
181.20
98 - 119
111.80
6-7
6.22 -
peruma«
Simalur
harierti
Surnat.ra, Billiton
Culmen:
175, 178
- -------------
176.50
110, 112
111
6.5, 6.5----
6.50
Tail:
<;J <;J Wing; lonqipennie (Java) : 155, 159, 165, 167, 168; lonqipenmis
(Udj ung Kulon): 165; lonqipennie (Panaitan island): 156; lonaipennis
(Kangean) : 168; harterti (Surnatra, Billiton, Borneo): 157,161,162,164,
165; ioallacei (Celebes): 177, 182, 184; pertonqa (Simalur): 180;
Tail; longipennis (Java): 90, 93, 94, 98, 106; lorujipenni« (Udjung
Kulon): 106; lonqipennie (Panaitan island) : 85; Lonqipennis (Kangean) :
103; harierti (Sumatra, Billitan, Borneo): 81, 97, 98, 99, 101; ioollacei
(Celebes) : 114, 117, 119; peruma« (Simalur) ': 99;
Culmen; lonaipennis (Java) : 5.8, 6.5, 6.5, 6.8, 7; lonqipeniu» (Udjung
Kulon) : 6.5; lotutipenmis (Panaitan island) : 6.7; Itnutipenni« (Kangean) :
6; harterii (Sumatra, Billiton, Borneo) : 5.9, 6, 6.1; umllacei (Celebes) :
5.6, 5.7, 6; perlon.a« (Simalur) : 6;
Max., min. and average measurements:
longipennis Ionqipennis
Java Udjung Kulon
unujipenmis lonqipennie
Pana itan island Kangean
'Wing: 155 - IG8 165..-I62'-S0-
Tail: 90 - 106 lOG-96.20
Culmen: 5.8 - 7 6.5---6.52
156 1G8
85 103
G.7 6
,.
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Wing:
harterti
Sumatra, Billiton
Borneo
157 - 165
------r-6T.-ifo
81 - 101- --_ ...--
95.20
5.9 - 6.1_.'._-_._---,
6
Tail:
Culmen:
uiallacei
Celebes
perlonqa
Simalur
177 - 184
.--fsi-
114 -119
-116.67-
5.6 - 6
5.77
180
99
6
Some measurements compiled from literature:
JUNGE ')
Wing Tail Culmen
9 6 ]71-181 86 - 109 6-7
4 '? 174-181 86 - 114 7
3 '"
175 - 180 103 - 117 6-7.--.---~ .... .................. _-
177 109.33 6.33
... ]77 -181 94 - 115 6.5 - 7
o '?
.•.__ .._--_.-.
179..33 106 6.83
2 J 177,179
1 '? 17(j
JUNGE ~)
perumq«
Enggano
pe1"longa
Batu islands
DE SCHAUENSEE 6)
perlonga
3 6
3 '?
Simalur, the Batu &
Pagi islands
ocupcer«
Nias
ocuptera
Nias, Malay Pen.,
Sumatra, Borneo, etc.
harterti 10 6
Sumatra, Banka,
Pen. Siam
ionqipenmie
Java, Bali
iccllacei
Celebes
7 <3
,.
c
1'71.5 - 180
177 - 183
163.5 - 175-------.--
166.50
156 - 175
15G - 171.5.-. __ .---_ .._ .. -
164.40
160 - 174
167 - 190
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RIPLEY 5)
perlonqo.
West Sumatra
Islands
long'ipennis
Java, Borneo,
Sumatra
17 0
164·180
173.10
169.5 - 183.5
174.90
159·170.5
164.3<J
155 - 173.5
166
23 ~
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17. On the Indonesian subspecies of the Coast-Swallow,
Hirundo tahitica GMELIN.
Material obtained a considerable time ago consisting of 16 skins
belonging to the subspecies [aoanica, 14 of ironiciie, a single adult and
two juveniles of abbotti, was compared with five freshly secured specimens
from the Sunda Strait area, the Karimundjawa islands and the Kangean
Archipelago which all belong to the range of ionxunica. It is impossible
to discover any racial difference on the under surface, though there are
rather important individual differences in the extension and tone of the
reddish brown on the chin, throat and foreneck and in the tint of the
lighter parties of the remaining underparts. I also failed to find any
constant difference in the markings on the undertail-coverts, in the light
patches on the tailquills or in the scaly or not scaly appearance of the
remaining under surface.
,.
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The subspecies obboiti is said to have a rather darker foreneck than
the average iaoanica (BODENKLOSS~) and the race [rontali« known
from the Lesser SundaIslands and East Indonesia including New Guinea
should have a very pale and uniformly coloured belly (STRESEMANN12).
According to RENSCH7) irontalis should have the frontal area, throat and
chest darker chestnut than in [uvomica. I failed to find any of those
differences being of subspecific significance in the series examined, except
in three birds from New Guinea. They have a rather white belly though
not very distinct. The individual variability in the two subspecies is large.
The examined material originating from Celebes and the Lesser Sunda
Islands does not differ at all from [aoanico: neither in the colour of the
underparts nor in any other respect. This uniformity was already observed
by MAYR(STRESEMANN1~) leading to the proposal to include Celebes within
the range of jo/oomica, As winglength RENSCH'i) mentioned for the males
of [rorualis 100, 104, 108 and for the females 100 and 104 mm, apparently
not differing from [amamic«.
So far it concerns the darker brownish chin and throat in abbotti
I agree with JUNGE(;) in rejecting differences in this respect as subspecific
characters in the two races, but I could not dispose of much material of
abbotii. The skin with the darkest chin and throat in my series originates
from the Kangean Archipelago and the colour is not even russet brown
but more dull brown, the frontal spot being still darker, more umber
brown, differing from any other bird in the studied series; moreover this
frontal' patch is very small. It is to be regretted, however, that it is the
only skin I obtained on these islands. The fact that it was preserved in
formalin seems not very important because in a Karimundjawa bird
preserved in the same way the brown colour did not change at all.
There is a tendency towards a .•scaly appearance" in the plumage
of the underparts in several birds, perhaps more often in those originating
from Celebes or the Lesser Sunda Islands than in the material from Java.
It is also rather distinct in the Kangean skin and in a specimen from
Enggano, both being parts of the range of iaocnica.
There are only individual differences on the upper parts; in some
birds the shine on the feathers is metallic greenish instead of blue. This
is even observed in specimens from the same locality. The brownish
frontal patch varies considerably in extent and also somewhat in tinge:
sometimes this patch, is very small but in several birds it reaches
till about the middle of the occiput. The Kangean bird can be separated
at once on account of the very small patch which is darker in colour
than on the chin and throat without even a russet shadow in the brown.
,
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The birds secured in the Sunda Strait region, Kangean and the Karimun-
djawa islands respectively in the months June, September and October
all had small gonads. The Kangean bird had just moulted.
ROBINSONand KLOSS JU) thought it improbable that Sumatran birds
differ from those of Java and JUNGE11) rejected OBERHOLSER'shsrpouunqna.
as well as abboiii. It was the opinion of BODENRLOSS~) that abbotii
could be maintained for the northern part of Sumatra whereas DE SCHAU-
ENSEEJ 1) also classified some of these swallows originating from the Batu
islands (West Surnatra) as abboUi without giving other particulars than
the wing-measurements which do not differ from those of iaoanica, A
bird collected in Acheen (North Suma tra) was classified as [aoo.nica by
CHASEN·1) with the remark that typically iaucnic« and abbotti can be
separated without much difficulty but thatmuch variation can be observed
in the colour of the throat in those two races. He further remarked that
it "certainly" cannot be separated from iaoonica, but that other .specimens
from North East Sumatra are abbotti: In his Handlist CHASEN:1)
maintained hY]JoZCllnpH( as the race which inhabits Nias island (West
Sumatra), mentioning as the range of abbotti Sumatra except
Lampongs (South Sumatra) which should be part of the range of iauanica,
DELACOUR~,) gives as the range of abbotti the larger part of Sumatra,
Lampongs (South Sumatra) which should be part of the range of io.oanica.
VAN BEMMELand VOOUS1) followecl lVIAYRand STRESEMANNJ~) when
identifying two birds from the island of Buton (South Celebes) as
Hirundo tahitica iovomica. This "seems right when considering my
series from Sumatra, Java and Celebes. I suppose that also birds
from the Lesser Sunda Islands are inseparable from ja oanica though
RENSCHX) classified some birds with wings of 107 (<5) and 103 mm
( c;?) from Sumba as irontolis without giving the reason why.
On the strength of the material studied together with theparti-
culars derived from literature, I am of the opinion that abbotii does not
represent a tenable subspecies and that the range hitherto attributed to
this race must be included into that of iaoomic«. The subspecies irontaii«
seems a rather thin race, perhaps restricted to certain parts of the Moluccas
and New Guinea. Celebes and the Lesser Sunda Islands may be considered
parts of the range of jturanica,
Measurements (in mm) :
s 0 Wing; [auamica (Java) : 103, 103, 103, 105, 106; [auonica (Sunda
.Strait area) : 102; javanica (Karimundjawa Islands) : 103; javanica (Ka-
,
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ngean Archipelago) : 100; tronicli« (Moluccas and Lesser Sunda Islands) :
103, 105, 107, 108, 110;
Tail; [aniomico. (Java) : 41, 43, 44, 44, 49; [amanica. (Sunda Strait) :
40; iavamica (Karimundjawa) : 42; iaoomica (Kangean) : 40; frontalis
(Moluccas and Lesser Sunda Islands) 41, 44, 45, 47, 48;
Culmen; [aoanica (Java) : 8, 8.7, 8.8, 8.8, 9; [omanic« (Sunda Strait) :
7.1; [omamico: (Karimundjawa) : 6.9; iaoonica (Kangean) : 9; troniali«
(lVIoluccas and Lesser Sunda Islands):' 8, 8. 8.2, 8.5, 9.3;
Max., min. and average measurements:
fa.vanica iaoanico. iaoanico: iomunica [rtmialis
Java Sunda Strait Karimundj. Kangean Moluccas,
Lesser S. 1.
Wing: 103 - 106 10~ 10!:) lOO 103 -110'-lOT'- 106.60
Tail 41 - 49 40 42 40 41- 48- 44.20-' 45
Culmen: 8-9 7.1 6.9 9 8 - 9.3"-8.66'-- ..._--8.4
'? '? Wing; iavanica (Java) : 100, 102, 104, 104,105; ia·VQinica (Sunda
Strait area): 101; [a/oomica (Karimundjawa Islands): 102; frontalis
(Moluccas and Lesser Sunda Islands) : 96, 104, 105, 107; abbotti: 104;
Tail; iaoanico, (Java) : 43, 44, 45, 47, 47; [avcunca (Sunda Strait) : 39;
[aniamic« (Karimundjawa) : 43; [roniolis (Moluccas, Lesser Sunda Islands) :
44, 46, 47, 50; obbotii: 49;
Culmen; [auomica. (Java) : 8, 8.1. 8.8, 8.9; iaoanico. (Sunda Strait) : 9.1;
iaoanicc. (Karirnundjawa) : not measured; ironialis (Moluccas, Lesser
Sunda Islands): 8, 8.1, 8.7, 9.2: abboiti: 8.8;
Max., min. and average measurements:
[avamic« [avamica iaoanica. ironiolie abbotii
Java Sunda Strait Ka rimundjawa Moluccas, etc.
Wing: 100 - 105 101 102 96 - 107 104---~
103 103
Tail : 43 - 47 39 43 44 - 50 49'--45.20 46.75----
Culmen: 8 - 8.9 9.1 8- 9.2 8.8------sA5- 8,50
,.
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18. Some notes on the validity of the subspecies eriniaer
of the Fairy Bluebird, Irena puella. (LATH.)
ROBlNSON and BODEN KLOSS ~,) had the opinion that representatives
of the genus occurring' outside the Philippines are extremely closely
related and constitute but slightly differentiated races. They thought it
impossible to separate on account of differences in the tint of the blue
on the upper surface of the male, specimens of puetl«, cuomea. (='malctiy-
ensis) and criniqer when sufficient large series of these forms were mixed.
This similarity is also evident from the fad that Sumatran birds have
at different times been referred to each of these races as shown by
the synonymy. These authors supposed the length of the upper and lower
tailcoverts being the only character by which Sumatra birds can be
separated from the subspecies puetlo. and malauensie; in fully adult males
from West Surnatra the tailcoverts should always reach the extreme tip
of the tail.
Due to the fact that ROBlNSON and BODEN KLOSS at that time could not
compare their Sumatra material with representatives of the species from
Java, they did not discuss the differences between these two populations.
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Later the same authors (I) remarked that .Sumatran birds are only disting-
uishable from turcosa of Java by a slight purplish tinge in the blue of the
males and possibly by a somewhat smaller size.
According to SNOUCKAERTVONSCHAUBURG')PARROTtried to prove
that there does not. exist any difference between representatives of the
species from Java and those originating from Sumatra and therefore
he included the latter island into the range of turcosa. In recent literature
crr'inigc1" and t1l1'COo'XI are recognized again as two different subspecies,
may be on account of BODENKLOSS'1) opinion that birds from Sumatra
differ from those living in Java in having the blue slightly tinged with
violet or purplish in the males.
The few skins of male birds originating from Java, present in the
Bogor Museum, viz. three adult specimens of old date and three recently
obtained ones from Java's most western peninsula Udjung Kulon, make
it rather difficult to have a reliable opinion about the validity of Sumatra's
criniaer. I suppose this race may be best considered a very thin one
because Sumatran birds indeed show some violet in the blue of the upper
parts instead of a faint greenish gloss like in turcoso.; but this character
may be considered a very poor one. When looking upon the latter character,
four skins out of' a series of 14, belong to iurcosa. I therefore think it
right that two birds in the Bogor museum which should originate from
Java have been classified as iurcoea. though the locality of origin is indi-
cated with a query on the labels. But it may be pointed out that this
difference in plumage is far from being conspicuous and probably even
not observable under all circumstances. Therefore, it is quite logical that
the validity of -criniaer was repeatedly doubted.
I failed to discover any subspecific difference in the length of the
blue tailcoverts in the examined' series of turcosa and criniqer. In adult
males belonging to the two races the tailcoverts may reach the tip of
the tailor they are only a trifle shorter on both the upper and undertail.
There is also no other than an individual difference in the extensiveness
of the blue and black portions in the plumage which certainly has no sub-
specific value.
There is apparently little change because of long storage but in
some freshly obtained birds from Java the remiges and wingcoverts are
darker than in old material. When comparing a freshly obtained female
from Udjung Kulon with a badly developed ovary with another one from
the same locality with well granular ovary (ovum 2 mm), there is some
colour difference in the wingcoverts, which are darker in the latter bird
,.
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and have distinct green edges which are absent in the former. All three
Udjung Kulon male birds had large gonads (6 - 12 mm).
Looking at the measurements given below there exist no subspecific
size differences betweentuTcosa from Java and criniger from Borneo
and Sumatra but the bill in Sumatran males is a trifle heavier due to its
being shorter and somewhat deeper at its base.
The subspecies m,egacyanea from Banjak islands and bondi from the
Batu islands are separated because of their large wing measurements.
Both are rejected by RIPLEY4) and synonymized with criniqe». Though
it is evident from the figures given below that bondi must be a large bird
when compared with tU1'COSCL or criniqer I agree that size differences are
not important enough for subspecific separation.
Because CHASEN'sHandlist 2) states that Irena puella. is not yet known
from East Java, it may be noted that in the Bogor collection there are
two birds (;t; <j» secured at Wonosalam (East Java) by VORDERMANso
far back as 1892. More recently KOOIMAN3) mentioned the occurrence
of the same species again for that part of Java, so that it is quite justi-
fiable to include East Java within the range of the subspecies iurcoea.
Measurements (in mm.) :
s s Wing; iurcosa (Java): 120, 121, 122, 122, 123, 123; criniqer
(Sumatra) : 117, 118, 120, 121, 121, 121, 122, 122, 123, 123;
Tail; turcoeo. (Java) : 82, 88, 89, 90, 90; criniaer (Sumatra) : 80, 83,
84,84, 85, 85, 86, 87, 88, 92;
Culmen; turcoea (Java) : 21.5, 21.7, 22, 22.3, 24, 24.7; criniqer (Suma-
tra) : 20, 20, 21.1, 21.5, 22, 22, 22.2, 22.2, 22.7. 23.2;
Max., min. and average measurements:
turcosa
Java
criniqer
Sumatra
Wing: 120 - 123-121.83-
82 - 90
87.80·
21.5- 24.7
-22.70-
117 - 123---
120.80
80 - 92
85.40
20 - 23.2
-21.69-
Tail:
Culmen:
<j>~) Wing; iurcoea (Java) : 113, 116, 117, 118, 118; eriniqer (Su-
matra) : 115, 116, 117, 118, 120, 120,122, 123, 123, 125;
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Tail; turcoso. (Java) : 81: 85, 85, 86, 88; criniqer (Sumatra) : 83, .85,
85, 85, 86, 87, 88, 91, 91;
Culmen; turcosa (Java) : 21, 21, 21.6, 22.5, 23.1; criniqer (Sumatra) :
21, 21.5, 22.6, 23, 23, 23, 23.3, 24, 24;
IVIax., min. and average measurements:
turcosa
Java
criniqer
Sumatta
Wing:
11:1 - 118-_ .._ ,.- -_ .. -
"]1 (iAO
~1- 88
80.50
115 - 125
1in.no
Tail :
8~:- 01
8G.78
Culmen:
21- 23.l
21.R4
21 - 2·1
'--22.82-
Some measurements compiled from literature:
RIPLEY ~)
bondi & meqacnane« 15 0 121 - 1B4 11 115 - 128
Islands off West Sumat ra
... --~~ - -~-- 'il --i22~50124.20
bondi 6 <5 121 - 134
'" '"
120 - 128
Batu Islands 124-:10--- - --i2~'3~1)o- .
criniaer 10 .3 1l.7 - 12(j
Borneo, Bangka, Sumatra 1i6.76 -
DE SCHAUENSEE7)
bondi
()
123.5 - 132 6
121 -125
,) -- .. -
'"
123.42- -.-.Batu Islands 127.67
meqacuamea 115 - 124
6
118 -119
Banjak Islands
<3 <3 _.
119.90 '"
11i50----
criniaer
13 113.5 - 124 6 112.5 -117.5Borneo
<3 - -
'" 114.67118.55
criniqer
8 115.5 - 124 8
'"
115 -123
Sumatra
<5 - ..----.-.- ..-.-.-~- ._- ii8.31 ---120.19
VOOUS9)
crinujer
5 (3 120 - 124 4
'"
113.5 - 118
Borneo
... --.•. --.-.~- . --- fiK.3S---121.40
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19. The Swallow-Shrike, Artamue ieucorhsmchu« (LINN.)
especially on the population inhabiting the Karimundjawa Archipelago.
Rather striking differences in size and plumage are observed in
representatives of the species obtained f'rom the small islands surrounding
Java. These facts induced me to compare some freshly secured material
with large series of old skins present in the Bogor museum originating
from divergent parts of the range of the subspecies aimqulru« and with
celebensis. Hereunder is the result of this study.
When studying skins of this species obtained 20 to 30 years or still
longer ago, those originating from Sumatra are darker on the upper
parts, especially on the crown and lares, than specimens secured from
Java. On this point those from Java seem much closer to (old) celebensie,
which was separated because of the paler tinge of the dark parties in
the plumage.
Material from the Karimundjawa Archipelago, collected 26 to 30
years aso. seems again much closer related to Sumatran birds than
to those from the island of Java, but is still somewhat darker on the
crown than Sumatran birds obtained at about the same time. The only
skin from Kangean, however, collected by VORDERMAN so far back as
1892, resembles much more the pale birds from Java. If 10 old skins
from Sumatra, 9 from Java and 6 from Karimundjawa are laid out belly
downwards it is rather easy to separate all Javan specimens on account
of their paler upper parts.
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Freshly collected material from the Sunda Strait area, including
Panaitan island, and fresh skins from the Karimundjawa and Kangean
islands are darker and less brownish above than old skins obtained from
the same localities. Fresh material from the Sunda Strait is the lightest.
The same holds good for the blackish tint on the chin, the throat and the
breast; also in this respect birds from this region are lightest except some
from Panaitan island. Out of the 11 freshly secured birds from Strait
Sunda, 12 from Karimundjawa and 8 from Kangean ten individuals can
be separated on the basis of the darkest upper surface of which six come
from Karimundjawa, three from Kangean and one from Panaitan island.
When selecting the ten specimens with the darkest throat among these
specimens there are six from Karirnundjawa, two from Kangean and two
from Panaitan island.
In skins which have been stored for a long time the plumage is not
only paler but also becomes more brown, especially on the mantle and
the back, but darkest again in birds from the Karimundjawa islands.
On account of the resemblance in plumage in individuals from Pana-
itan island and those from Kangean, two localities so far apart, it seems
rather dangerous to separate racially birds because of differences in
tone of the dark parties of the plumage. This may be the reason that
both Sumatra and Java are included into the range of the same subspecies.
But it may be remarked that the population of this Ariamus living in
the Karimundjawa islands is darker than birds from Java, not only
when looking at the mantle and the back but also when comparing the occi-
put and the lares. One of the birds from Karimundjawa has some pure
white feathers on the crown which is not found in any other skin among
the many examined.
The individual variation in size is important but the number. of
specimens belonging to the race amstdru« with a winglength below 130
mm is very small in the examined series. Among the 48 males measured
there are only five which have such a short wing and among the 46 females
only seven. Birds with the largest wing originate from Sumatra; in six
at random separated male birds from that island the smallest wing:
measured 134 mm and this length was only observed in one single specimen.
Also in eigth females from Sumatra there are six which show a wing--
length of 134 mm or more. Among the ten males from Java, however,
there are seven with a wing of less than 134 mm and among the ten females
four. The wing of Sumatra birds averages more than 5 mm longer in the
males and almost 2 mm in the females than in those originating from
.Java (6 ~ and 8 8 from Sumatra average 137.67 and 135 mm against
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132.60 and 133.30 mm in 10 6 and 10 ~ from Java). When describing
a'lnyd1"us the two males mentioned by OBERHOLSERoriginating from Solorn-
bo Besar (Java sea) had wings of 132 and 133 mm. Also STRESEMANN9)
gave attention to the large wings in birds from Sumatra, giving as wing-
length for nine specimens 135 - 140 mm against 126 - 138 mm for six
Javan birds. The wingsize in males from the Kangean Archipelago seems
closer to Sumatran than to Javan birds of the species, but the available
series of Kangean material is too small to justify a difinite conclusion.
Rather short in their wings are birds originating from the surrounding
areas of the Sunda Strait, though there are still four among the 13 recently
obtained specimens with a winglength exceeding 134 mm (135, 135, 137
and 140 mm).
Much smaller than all birds discussed above are the 16 specimens
I measured from the Karimundjawa islands. From this locality there
are only two which have a wing of over 132 mm and this could only
be seen in one male and one female. Among the nine males there are
even six with a wing of only 130 mm or less and among the seven females
there are five with a wing below 130 mm. The males originating from
these islands are almost 4.5 and the females 5 mm shorter in the wing
than the Javan birds and when compared with Sumatran ones the diffe-
rences are almost 8 and more than 6 mm respectively. When considering
Javan and Sumatran birds as a unit together with a number of birds
from other parts of the range of amiulrue, I found as average winglength
for 30 6 133.57 mm and for 36 ~ 133.15 mm against 129.89 mm for
nine males and 128.71 mm for seven females from the Karimundjawa
islands. Thus stilI showing differences of more than 3.5 mm for the
males and more than 4 mm for the females. Some birds were moulting the
large primaries but they have been excluded from my measuring.
The.differentpopulations do not show important constant differences
in tail- and bill- measurements but the bill of the Karimundjawa birds is
wider at the base of the upper mandible. And those obtained from the
Kangean islands have a longer bill than all other examined amsjdrus,
When ten birds are selected out of 40 specimens, of which 13
originate from the Sunda Strait, 18 from Karimundjawa islands and 9
from Kangean, there are five from Karimundjawa, two from the Sunda
Strait and three from Kangean which show this character most distinctly.
STRESEMANNU) and more recently VANBEMMELand VOOUS1) included
the Kangean Archipelago into the range of celeb ensis though CHASEN3)
and DELACOURU) considered Kangean's population to belong to amajdru«.
My material from these islands (5 6 4 s ) seems closer related to the
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latter form, not only because the birds average distinctly smaller than
the ten (5 .3 5 g) examined specimens of celebensis but also when com-
pared with the many measurements of this race as given in literature.
It seems also closer related on account of differences in the plumage.
On the upper parts as well as on the throat and the foreneck, the
Kangean birds are Clearly darker than ceiebensie, more resembling the
average cm"yclnls, though there are several old skins originating from
Java and also one from Kangean which do not differ much from old
material of celebensis.
It is evident from the particulars given above that representatives
of the species living in the Karimundjawa islands differ from amujdau»
and celebensis, not only because of the difference in the measurements but
also in their plumage. They show a shorter wing, average wider on the
basal part of the upper mandible and are darker on the upper parts,
the throat and the foreneck. These colour differences are more pronounced
in fresh material but also distinct in old skins.
Though there is a combination of characters which seems important
enough to separate the population living in the Karimundjawa Archipe-
lago I do not consider those differences important enough to justify
separation and I therefore included these islands into the range of
a.ntyclTus, which is in accord with the present .situation.
It seems worthwhile to draw attention to the important variation
in wingsize I found which ranges from 127 to 143 mm in the (48) males
and from 123 to 142 mm in the (46) female birds within the subspecies
nmyclr"'us.
Though the species is a rather common one in Java and in most of
its satellite islands, it is apparently absent on the island of Bawean.
Measurements (in mm) :
1:;6 Wing; amudru» (Sumatra, Billiton, Krakatau Islands) : 131, 132,
132, 132, 133, 133, 134, 134, 134, 134, 135, 135, 135, 136, 138, 138, 139, 140,
142, 143; amqjdrus (Java) : 131, 133, 133, 136, 138; onnsjdriu. (Java, mea-
sured by JUNGE): 129, 130, 130, 131, 135; wnyclr'us (Sunda Strait area) :
127, 128, 130, 130, 132, 135, 135, 137, 140; anujdru« (Karimundjawa
Islands) : 128, 128, 128, 130, 130, 130, 131, 131, 133; a'myclr'us (Kangean
Islands) : 130, 135, 136, 138, 140; celebensis (Celebes) : 136, 138, 142, 143,
145;
Tail; (Wnycl!fus: (Sumatra, etc.) : 56, 57, 57, 58, 58, 58, 60, 60, 61, 61,
62, 62, 62, 62, 63, 64, 64, 66, 67, 68; umudrus (Java) : 59, 60, 60, 61, 66;
<;aniudru« (Java, measured by JUNGE): 57, 57, 57, 58, 58; amydr'~~ (Sunda
,
(
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Strait): 56, 57, 58, 59, 59, 61, 62, 62, 63; amyd1'u8 (Karimundjawa): 57,
59, 59, 59, 60, 60, 60, 60, 60, 61; amudrus (Kangean) : 58, 59, 60, 60, 61;
celebensis (Celebes) : 61, 61, 62, 63, 65;
Culmen; amudau« (Sumatra, etc.): 17.5, 17.5, 18.2, 18.2,.' 18.8,
1.8.8,18.9, 18.9, 18.9, 19, 19, 19, 19, 19.1, 19.2, 19.3, 19.3, 19.5, 20; cmudrus
(Java): 17, 18,2, 18.3,18.5,18.5; «msjdrus (Java, measured by JUNGE):
17, 17, 17, 18, 18; onmjdru« (Sunda Strait): 18.7, 18.9, 19, 19, 19, 19.2,
19.8, 20.2; amudru« (Karimundjawa) : 18, 18.8, 19, 19.1, 19.1, 19.2,
19.3, 19.3, 19.5; anujdru» (Kangean) : 19.5, 20, 20, 20, 21; celebensis
(Celebes) : .18.9, 19.2, 19.6, 20.5, 20.9;
Width of bill; anujdrus (Sumatra, etc.): 10.5, 10.5, 10.9, 11.2, 11.3;
((;nyrll'us (Java) : 9,8, 10.6, 10.9, 1l, 1l; amyd1'l{'s (Sunda Strait) : 10.6, 10.6,
10.9, 11, 1l, 11.1, 11.1, 11.1; amudrue (Karimundjawa) : 10.8, 10.9, 10.9,
11, 1l, 1l, 11, 11.1, 11.2, 11.5, 12.1; um.udru« (Kangean): 9.8, 10, 11;
Max., min. and average measurements:
«mudru» cnujdru«
Sumatra, etc. Java
Wing: 131 - 1431:35.50
56 - G8
'-'61:30" .
17.5·20
'-18.85 .
10,5-11.3
10.88
Tail:
Culmen:
Width of bill:
Weight:
«nujdru«
Karimundiawa
Wing: 128 . 133--i"2 9}fg'-
57 - 61
-5"ii:i5o ...-
18 . 19,5
-------
19.03
10.8 - 12.1-------,-
11.14
80: 34 - 44
39.a8
Tail:
Culmen:
Width of bill:
Weight:
131 - 1;38
134.20
59 - G6
61.20
17 - 18.5
18.10
9.8 -11
10.66
amsjdrus
Java
(Leiden Mus,)
129 - 135--------
131
57 - 58
id:"4o-
17 - 18
1i:40
«nujdrus
Kangean
130 - 1,iO
. _ ...-..... - ..... - ..
135.80
58 - 61----- ---_ .._--_.-
59.80
19.5 - 21
----.-~
20.10
9.8 -11
10.27
gI'.
amudrus
Sunda Str.
127 - 140_._------
132.67
56 - 63
- .'._---- ---
59.67
18.7 - 20.2
19,23
10.6 - 11.1----_.__ .-
10.93
3 1 • 35, 42, 430' • --- .._-. __._._- gl'.
40
celebensis
Celebes
136 - 145
140.80
61 - 65
62.40
18.9 - 20,9
- ...- -._'. --------
19.82
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<j? <j? Wing; amydrus (Sumatra, Billiton, Bali): 128, 128, 130, 130,
130, 130, 131, 132, 132, 132, 132, 132, 132, 132, 133, 133, 133, 133, 134;
134, 135, 135, 136, 136, 139, 142; amudrus (Java) : 131, 134, 134, 134, 135;.
amydrus (Java, measured by JUNGE): 130, 132, 133, 135, 135; omudru«
(Sunda Strait) : 130, 130, 130, 133; aanqjdru» (Karimundjawa) : 123, 127,
129, 129, 129, 131, 133; arnydrws (Kangean) : 132, 133, 137, 140; celebensis
(Celebes): 133, 136, 137, 143, 145;
Tail; amyd1'US (Suma.tra, Billiton, Bali): 55, 57, 57, 58, 58, 59, 59,
59, 59, 60, 60, 60, 60, 60, 61, 61, 62, 62, 62, 62, 63, 63, 64, 64, 65; wmyd1-us
(J ava) : 60, 62, 63, 63, 63; a,mydrus (Java, measured by JUNGE): 54, 58,
58, 58, 62; amydl"'us (Sunda Strait) : 56, 67, 59, GO; cwnydrus (Karimun-
djawa) : 55, 59, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64; amyelr'us (Kangean) ; 58, 60, 61, 62;
ceiebensie (Celebes) : 65, 65, 66, 67, 68;
Culmen; amyd1'US (Sumatra, etc.) : 16.2, 16.7, 17.1, 17.5, 17.7, 17.8,
17.9, 17.9, 18, 18, 18, 18, 18.1, 18.2, 18.2, 18.7, 18.9, 19, 19.2, 19.3, 19.3,
19.6,19.8,20,20.1; amudru» (Java): 16.7, 17,17.6,18,19; amyelr<us (Java,
measured by JUNGE): 17, 18, 18, 18, 18; amydrus (Sunda Strait) : 18, 18.8,
19,19; amyelrus (Karimundjawa) : 17.5 18.8, 19, 19.2, 19.8,20,20; aonst-
el1"US(Kangean) :' 19, 19.5, 19.7, 21; celebensis (Celebes) : 19, 19, 19.5,
19.5, 19.8;
Width of bill; amyd1'us (Sumatra, etc.): 9.5, 10.8, 10.9, 10.9, 11;
amyelrus (Java): 9.1, 10, 10.2, 10.9, 11; wmydr'us (Sunda Strait): 10.8,
11, 11; a11tydr'us (Karirnundjawa) : 10.8, 11, 11, 11.3, 11.5, 11.6, 12; wnty-
drus (Kangean) : 10.6, 10.8, 11, 11.1;
Max., min. and average rneasurements :
amsjdru» amudrus
Sumatra, etc. Java
Wing: 128 - 142 131 ·135
132.85 133.60
Tail: 55 - 65 60 - 63
~.O8- 62.20
Culmen: 16.2 - 201 16.7 - 19- 18.37- 17.66
Width of bill: 9.5 - 11 9.1 - 11
-10.62- 10.24
Weight:
amudrus
Java
(Leiden Mus.)
amtyel1'US
Sunda Str.
130 - 135
133
54 - 62
58
17·18
17.80
130 - 133--_.-
130.75
56 - 60
'-'-5-8-
18 -19
18.70
10.8 - 11
10.93
3 <j? : 40, 40,~
41 gr.
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celebensis
Celebes
am,yd'rus al1?,yd1'US
Karimundj awa Kangean
Wing: 123 .. 133 132 - 140128.71 '-i3K50--
-Tail: 55- 64 58 - 62--60-- '-'lf6~25
Culmen: 17.5 - 20 19 - 21-v-' 19~19-'-- 19.80
Width of bill: 10.8 .. 12 10.6 - 11.1--jTsi-' ._-----10.88
Weight: 4~
: 38 - 43 5~: 40 .. 50
---- gr. gr.
40.75 43
133 .. 145
.._- "-----
138.80
65 - 68
---66.20---
19 .. 19.8
------_.
19.36
Some measurements compiled from literature:
Winglength
CHASEN & HOOGERWERF 5)
am,yd1'us 5 s
Sumatra
BODEN KLOSS 2)
amyd1'''us 2 ;;
Sumatra
CHASEN 4)
amyrl:!."Us 1 (,
Billiton
ROBINS ON & BODEN KLOSS 8)
amydrus 3 6
Sumatra
STRESEMANN 9)
celebensis d ~ 129 .. 146, generally above 135 mm,
Celebes, Buton,
Kangean, Flores, etc.
RENSCH ,)
celebensis 7 ~
VAN BEMMEL & VOOUS 1)
celebensis
Celebes & Buton
23 6
135 - 143 134 - 140
131, 134 3 <;? 128, 135, 138
135 1 ~ 131
134, 13G, 140 3 ~ 134, 137, 141
133 - 142
-136.43- 2 ~
138, 140
-139-
131 - 147
---138.77 2 ~ 134 - 146---_.-._-141.45
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STRESEMANN U)
leucorhnjnchue . average of 50 !i? 0 134,90 nun.
Philippines, Sulu,
Borneo, etc.
mussenbroeki cl t( 130 - 140
Tanimbar, etc.
humei 6 <;> 127 - 184
Andaman Is!.
1euc op ygialis average of 70 <;> 0 128,90 mm.
New Guinea
}JCljJUf!tI sis cl 'i' 128 - 140
Al'U, Kei Is1.,
Ceram, Ambon etc.
'-
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20. A note on the Indonesian subspecies of the Velvet-Ironted Nuthatch,
Siito. t+ontctis (SWAINS).
A specimen recently obtained from West Java which show a close
resemblance to representatives of the Sumatran race saturaiior induced
me to study the value of the subspecific characters attributed to this race
and frontalis.
The colour differences in the plumage as mentioned in the diagnosis
between birds belonging to the nominate race arid those of saturatior
are well distinguishable in the material present in the Bogor Museum
,.
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but some old specimens of the latter subspecies lost. the lilac tint of the
underparts almost completely.. turning to light brown. Apparently not
all skins are liable to such discolouration; this is evident from individuals
collected in Acheen (North Sumatra) .some 26 years ago which still show
much lilac below. Also the three examined specimens of corallipe«, known
from Borneo, have a brownish instead of a lilac under surface but, like
saturatior those parts are darker than in representatives of the nominate
race.
Comparison with material in the Leiden Museum, however, makes it
rattier doubtful whether the lilac or vinaceous tinge' on the under parts
may be accepted as a subspecific character because many skins from
Java belonging to the range of frontalis show the same colour below as
do the average saturatior, This is obvious in some birds in the Leiden
collection, obtained from East Java which on this point show a striking
similarity to the latter race. JUNGE';) . had the opinion that juvenile
specimens are more brownish, less lilac and he found that in birds obtained
in July the lilac colour was less pronounced than in those obtained in Febru-
ary.
A recently obtained male bird from Java's most western peninsula,
Udjung Kulon seems somewhat intermediate between those two subspecies
because the underparts contain much lilac grey which. is very dark on
the belly and undertail-coverts, even darker than the darkest saturaiior.
This specimen, also on account of its larger measurements, seems closer
to birds from North Sumatra than to froniali« known from Java as well
as from South Sumatra. However, the light chin, throat and foreneck
make it again more resembling [rontalie. A female shot at the same
place and on the same elate fits well in our series of ironiolis.
That corallipes is darker underneath than eoturotiov as indicated by
HARTERT:;) is not corroborated in the three skins I examined, but two
of them were preserved in alcohol which makes them not very suitable
for comparison. Birds of this subspecies, however, have red feet instead
of brown or dark grey like in the other races, a character which is of out-
standing significance.
I cannot discover any subspecific difference in the upper surface
between birds belonging to the races mentioned above. The only examined
male of corollipes shows only a rather indistinct dark streak along the
sides of the head and the neck which should be characteristic for this race.
Also in the males of the two other subspecies this streak is not always
very strikingly present and there is also some variation in the extensi-
veness of the black patch on the forehead in all three subspecies.
,.
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Judging from the measurements I took, saiuraiior males are. larger
than [roniolis though BODENKLOSS 1) gave as winglength for birds of
the nominal race 71 - 81 mm. This should eliminate such a difference,
but because nothing is known about the origin and the number
of specimens measured, it seems wise to consider such a long wing as
81 mm as an exception for the nominate race. May be size differences
between these two subspecies, especially in the males, are more important
as racial characters than differences in plumage. When the latter have no
real subspecific value it is perhaps better to follow DELACOU!R4) to
include Java and South Sumatra within the range of eaturaiior.
A small series from Simalur Island (West Sumatra) are extremely
large in size, considerably larger than most scduraiior skins I have ever
seen though JUNGEIi) united them with this race.
Measurements (in mm) :
(1; <5 Wing; frontalis (Java): 72, 75, 77, 77, 77; [rontolis (Udjung
Kulon, West Java) : 79; satu1'ntio1" (Sumatra) : 77, 79, 79, 7'9; corcllipes
(Borneo) : 76;
Tail; [ronialie (Java) : 40, 40, 41, 41, 43; [rontolie (Udjung Kulon) :
40; eaiuraiior (Sumatr'a) : 40,42, 43, 46; corallipes (Borneo) : 42;
Culmen; frontalis (Java) : 12.2, 12.6, 12.7, 13.1, 14; frontalis (Udjung
Kulon) : 12.1; sozurcdior (Sumatra) : 12.2, 12.6, 13.2, 14; corallipee (Bor-
neo) : 13.5;
Max., min. and average measurements:
froniolie ironiali«
Java Udjung Kulon
eaiuratio:
North Sumatra
corallipe«
Borneo
77- 79
..--.-._----
78.50
40 - 46
42.75
12.2 - 14
---~
'2 '2 Wing; frontali« (Java) : 74, 74, 75, 75, 77; ironiolie (Udjung
Kulon) : juv, 72; saturciior (Sumatra) : 72, 74, 75, 76; corollipes (Borneo) :
71;
Tail; frontalis (Java) : 38, 39, 39, 40, 41; irontalie (Udjung Kulon) :
juv. 37; sosuroiior (Sumatra) : 39, 39, 41, 42; corallipes (Borneo) : 37;
Culmen; frontalis (Java) : 11.3, 11.9, 12.5, 12.7, 13; irontoiie (Udjung
Kulon) : juv. 13.5; sa,tumtio1' (Sumatra) : 12.6, 13.2, 13.5, 13.5; corollipes
(Borneo) : 13;
Wing: 72 -77 7975.60
Tail: 40 - 43 40-----41
Culmen: 12.2 - 14 12.10~.- ---12.92
76
42
13.50
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Max., min. and average measurements:
frontalis [roniali« juv. saiuratior corallipes
Java Udjung Kulon North Sumatra Borneo
'Wing: 74 - 77 72
72 - 76 71-~--.---..---..- --'74.25 ..75
Tail: 38 - 41 37
39 - 42 37, ---IEJ:4o:-- 40.25
Culmen:
11.3 - 18 1;1.50 12.6 - 13.5 13
12.28 --13-:-2'0--
Some measurements compiled from literature:
CHASEN & HOOGERWERF 3) .
sa turaiior
North Sumatra
3 e Wing: 77, 78, 79-7S---
71, 75
... --
73
Tail: 45
2 ~ Wing: Tail: 40
BODEN KLOSS 1)
fronuui«
South Sumatra
SQ.tU·1'aLim'
North Sumatra
3 s Wing: 74, 77, 77---7(i-
1 6' "
73
1 Q "
75
JUNGE Il)
sciuratior
Simalur
Wing: 79-81;
78, 78;
"
Tail: 45 - 47;
" 43,45;
Culmen: 13 - 14
13.50
"
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21. On Dicaeum. trochileum (SPARRM.) with special reference to the
representatives of the species from the island of Bawean (Java Seat
When comparing a small series (83 , 4 s ) for the greater part freshly
collected Flowerpeckers originating from the island of Bawean with about
90 male birds of the nominate form obtained from different localities,
but mostly from Java, there is a rather c.onspicuous difference because
birds from Bawean are darker on the underparts. Not only because of
the grey being darker but also on account of the smaller extension of
the light parties on the lower under surface. This difference is not only
observable when comparing fresh Bawean skins with large series of old
material but also - and in some skins even more strikingly - when
recently secured specimens from the Karimundjawa Archipelago and
from the Sunda Strait area are compared. These two areas are parts of
the range of the nominal subspecies.
Also the reel in the plumage averages a trifle darker in material
form Bawean island which holds good for the under as well as for the
upper parts. Though tail and wings average in being somewhat darker
too than in most other birds, material from Karimundjawa does not
differ much in this respect from Bawean's population as is the case
with the bluish metallic gloss on the wings. Especially on the wingcoverts
Bawean birds show more resemblance with individuals from Karimun-
djawa than with freshly collected birds from the Sunda Strait region,
though Bawean skins still seem a trifle more bluish than specimens from
the Karimundjawa islands.
There is perhaps only a little or no difference in the plumage of the
females but we have riot enough material from Bawean to draw a definite
conclusion. They are apparently somewhat darker on the sides of the
head and a trifle lighter on the under surface when compared 'with fresh-
ly obtained birds from the nominal form. Though there is rather much
individual variation in the colour of the upper parts, the two Bawean
birds average somewhat darker than most fresh irochileum females.
Two female birds from Bawean secured so far back as 1928 show more
olive on the cheeks and earcoverts than fresh ones. They also average
a trifle clearer green on the upper surface and have less red in the
feathers of the lower back ancl uppertailicoverts, also when compared
with old material from Karimundjawa. But two freshly obtained Bawean
females - on the contrary - have decidedly more red on those parts
so that there are certain indications that in this species too a comparison
of fresh skins with material of old date is not well justifiable. This is
also evident when considering three. males collected in Bawean ..about
,
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) years ago and the small series of fresh material: only one old skin
distinctly darker than the average trochileum, the two other ones being
milar.
Besides colour differences in plumage of representatives of this
iecies living in Bawean island and those originating from other
calities there is also a distinct difference in billsize. The bill is not
1ly shorter in Bawean specimens but also, relatively, wider at its base
ian is the case in birds of the nominate race. Owing to this shorter
m they may show some resemblance with sb'esemanni from Lornbok
hich, however, differs in other respects from the Bawean population.
n siresemanni it seems to be only the female which shows the subspecific
ifferences in plumage (RENSCH") and they are not the same as those
bserved in the females from Bawean when compared with representatives
f the nominate subspecies. The flanks of the head and the upper parts
re not lighter in birds from Ba wean but on the contrary are darker
han the typical trochileum, I did not see any bird belonging to strese-
wnni but I examined a male from the island of Bali which may belong
o this race on account of its very short bill (in both sexes 9.2 mm) ; RENSCH
insidered Bali's population Dicaeum t. trochileuni ;; stresemanni. This
pecimen is extremely light below, resembling the lightest trochileum.
have seen, much lighter than Bawean males secured in the same year
1928). As no difference in the plumage of the male birds are mentioned
11 the diagnosis, it seems logical to suppose that males of siresemonui do
lot differ from representatives of the nominate form.
The only three males from Kangean fit well in the series of Bawean
iirds ; they are dark on the under surface having the black and red more
)rilliant and are similar in billsize.
Birds originating from the Sunda Strait area (Udjung Kulon, Panaitan
sland, Sang iang and Legundi) agree well with representatives of the
iominal race and they also show the large bill. Two females from Panaitan
sland seem extremely heavy in their bills but a female from Sangiang
sland, not so far away from Panaitan island, has a somewhat smaller
rill while a specimen obtained from Legundi island shows a very slender
bill as is the case with a juvenile male. A male bird recently secured in
Udjung Kulon has the normal bili of t+ochileum, similar to two individuals
obtained there 15 and 25 years earlier. They resemble each other also
in other respects but the fresh skin is a trifle darker below, though very
distinctly different from the average male bird from Bawean. This is
also the case with a fresh skin obtained from the neigbourhoocl of Bogor
(West Java) .
,
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The gonads of all birds from the Karimundjawa islands, obtained in
October and November, were small or very small; about the same picture
is shown by the females from Bawean secured in May and June and those
obtained in August and September in the Kangean Archipelago, but the
male birds from the two latter groups of islands had rather well developed
testicles (2 - 3, 3 .:4 and one of 10 mm). With a view on the fact that a
male from Udjung Kulon also had testicles of about 4 mm and the plumage
shows similar differencces as in birds with small reproductive organs,
it is evident that the dissimilarities between birds of the nominal race
and those from Bawean can not be attribited to differences in the develop- -
ment of the gonads. Specimens obtained in September in Panaitan island
had these organs poorly developed and this was also the case with a
female shot in Legundi island in June. In the same month two juveniles
were obtained on the latter island.
Summarizing, it seems worth to call attention for the following
differences between the Bawean population and representatives of the
nominate form. The size is not different from birds belonging to D. t.
irochileum but the bill averages shorter and is somewhat broader at its
base, distinctly smaller than in stresemcnmi. In the male bird the grey
on the underparts is darker and is more extensive than in trochiieum. or
streeemaami. The red and black portions in the plumage average darker
too, showing the metallic blue gloss more strikingly, especially on the
wing-coverts. There are perhaps no differences in the females but they
may average darker above and on the cheeks and body flanks.
Freshly obtained birds from the Karimundjawa Archipelago show
more similarity with the Bawean material on account of the dark, more
bluish tinge in the wing and tail, but because of their light under surface
and longer bill they exactly fit into that of fresh trochileum. When
comparing 10 fresh males from Karimundjawa with 5 skins secured there
25 years earlier, the remarkable fact that can be established is that the
fresly obtained specimens average in being smaller in their bill than
the old ones, though they are narrower at their base than birds from
Bawean. These differences were established after comparing five fresh
and three old male birds from Bawean island with 90 old dated males of
the nominal race and 15 freshly obtained skins from the Sunda Strait
area, Karimundjawa islands, the Kangean Archipelago and from Bogor.
Special attention has been given to birds in which the reproductive system
had reached the same stage of development.
Though there seem reasons to separate Bawean's population of this
Flowerpecker, we do not think it fully justifiable if no more fresh material
,.
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from Java itself and no more skins from Bawean and Kangean islands
can be seen; the difference in billsize and the structure of this organ are
perhaps not sufficient as to be of subspecific significance.
On account of the somewhat aberrant tint of the red, the more
metallic blue gloss on the wings and tail, Bawean males apparently show
some resemblance with a supposed hybrid between trochileum. and Dicaeum
crueniatum. originating from Samarinda (east Borneo) as described by
Voous and VAN BEMMEL3); of this specimen it is also said that the bill
is relatively. shorter and less thinly pointed. But Dicaeum: cruentamom.
is not known from Bawean island which makes it rather difficult to believe
in hybrids in this case.
Measurements (in mm.) of Dicaeumi trochileum. trochileum:
s e Wing; Java: 51, 52, 52, 52, 52, 52, 53, 53, 54, 55; Sunda Strait
area: 52, 53, 53, 55, 55, 55; Karimundjawa Archipelago: 51, 52, 52, 52,
52, 52, 52, 52, 52, 53, 53, 53, 54, 54, 54; Bawean Island: 52, 52, 52., 53, 53,
54, 54; Kangean Archipelago: 52, 53, 54;
Tail; Java: 26, 27, 28, 28, 28, 28, 30, 30, 30, 30; Sunda Strait: 26,28,
29,29, 30, 31; Karimundjawa: 23, 25, 27, 27, 27, 28, 28, 28, 28, 28, 29, 29,
30, 30, 31; Bawean: 24, 26, 27, 28, 28, 30, 31; Kangean: 26, 28;
Culmen; Java: 10', IO.I, 10.3, 10.5, 10.7, 10.8, 10-.8, 10.9, 11, 11.1;
Sunda Strait: 9.5, 10, 10, 10.2, 10.6, 11.1; Karimundjawa : 9.5, 9.6, 9.8,
9.8, 9.9, 10, 10.5, 10.5, 10.6, 10.7, 11, 11, 11; Bawean : 8.5, 8.7, 9.2, 9.2,
9.3, 9.5, 9.7; Kangean: 7.5, 8.2, 8.5;
Max., min. and average measurements:
Java Sunda Strait Karimundjawa Bawean Kangean
Wing: 51- 55 52 - 55 51- 54 52 - 54 52 - 5452.60 53.83- 52.53 52.86 53
Tail: 26 - 30 26 - 31 23 - 31 24 - 31 26, 2828.50 28.83- 2"7":'87' 27.71 -27--
Culmen: 10 - 11.1 9.5 - 11.1 9.5 -11 8.5 -9.7 7.5 - 8.510.62 10.23 10.30 -9.1!1" 8.07
'i? 'i? Wing; Java: 48,48, 49,49, 49', 50, 50, 50, 500,51; Sunda Strait:
48, 49, 51; Karimundjawa: 47, 49, 50., 50, 51, 52, 53, 55; Bawean: 48,
49, 49, 50; Karimundjawa: 49;
Tail; Java: 23, 25, 25, 25, 26, 27, 27, 28, 28, 29; Sunda Strait:
25, 29, 29; Karimundjawa: 25, 25, 26, 27, 28, 28, 28, 28; Bawean: 25, 25,
27,27; Kangean: 25;
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Culmen; Java: 9, 10.2, 10.6, 10.6, 10.7, 10.9, 11, 11, 11.2, 11.3; Sunda
Strait: 9.5, 9.5, 9.8; Karimundjawa: 9, 9.8, 10, 10, 10.1, 10.6, 10.8, 10.8;
Bawean: 8.9,9.5, 9.5; Kangean: not measured.
Max., min. and average measurements:
Java Sunda Strait Karimundjawa Bawean Kangean
Wing: 48 - 51 48 - 51 47 - 55 48 - 50 49'19.40 49.33 50.88 49
Tail: 23 - 29 25 - 2:1 25 - 28 25 - 27 2526.30 27.G'7- 26.88 26
Culmen: 9 -IU 9.5 - 9.8 9 - 10.8 8.9 - 9.S-w'65- - 9.GO-- 10.14 9.3
Some measurements compiled from literature:
cM: Wing: Tail: Culmen: 'i' 'i': Wing: Tail:
RENSCH~)
siresenumni 1:
Lornbok
CHASEN1)
irochileumi 6 :
Karimundjawa
Voous & V. BEIvIME.L::)
trochileum 49 :
Java
trochileum 7 :
Borneo
5!) 28 o. 52 - 52.5 26.5 - 27o.
52.17 26.83
52 - 53.5 50; 50.5
52.58 2: 50.25-
53.50 27.60 12.20
(culmen measured from its base)
25.5 - 28.5 12 - 13
27.90- ~O
50 - 55
52.90
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22. Some notes on the l\1acklot's Sunbird, N ectarinia calcostettuu JARDINE.
When comparing eight freshly obtained adult male birds of this
Sunbird from the Karimundjawa islands with a similar series of old
material originating from other localities (Java, Sumatra, the Rhio Archi-
pelago and the Karimata islands) all belonging to the nominate race, the
,.
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individual variations observed in the colour of the underparts inclusive
those caused by discolouration as a consequence of long storage are rather
important. Fresh birds may average more purplish instead of violet blue
on the chest and abdominal region, the bronzy brown on the throat and
chest is washed a trifle more with violet and the black on the belly and
undertail coverts is perhaps somewhat purer. There is furthermore some
variation in the extent of the bronzy brown on the chin, throat and fore-
neck, in the metallic blue on the lower underparts and in the development
of the yellow plumelets on the breast flanks, apparently most beautifully
developed in birds in their nuptial dress.
The most important variations in the upper surface may be attributed
to the difference in the extensiveness of the metallic green. Post rnortern
discolouration on those parts is perhaps still more important than it is
on the underparts; in old skins there is no difference in tint of the metallic
gloss on the pileum and remaining upper parts but in such material only
the pileum and nape keep the colour of fresh skins. In fresh birds the
sheen on the lower back shows a purplish blue gloss, distinctly differing
from old material when viewed under similar light conditions. In freshly
obtained birds the black on the mantle and sides of the neck is also
much deeper than it is in old ones whose colour becomes washed with
brown.
Individual variation in the females is extremely small but still exists
in the quantity and the tint of the yellow of the underparts. Fresh skins
average considerably darker yellow than old ones and they also average
darker above, distinctly olive green, except on the wings which seem
greener in old skins. This is evident when considering three females
secured in the Karimundjawa islands in 1930 and 1955, thus collected with
an interval of 25 years. Some individual variations are perhaps also present
in the white edges above the eyes, sometimes very distinct but almost
failing or completely absent in other specimens.
Juvenile males resemble adult females but they can be separated
at a glance on account of the darker, more olive yellow below and because
of the absence of white on these parts. Moreover the purplish blue mous-
tachal stripe appears rather soon in the juvenile mal-es.
There is not much post rnortern discolouration in the juveniles but
freshly obtained ones average a trifle more olive. On the upper surface
the young males do not differ from the adult female bird but they average
in showing a trifle less green; some metallic blue appears very soon on
the mantle and wing-coverts which is of course unknown in the female
plumage. Because all examined juvenile males are somewhat smaller
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than the adult females, I do not suppose the species having an eclipse
plumage.
The males secured in Karimundjawa had small and medium sized
gonads (largest testicles in two males: 2 - 3 mm) and the females had the
ovaries not or hardly granular. Both young males had small testicles,
which were round arid white and in one of them the plumage showed traces
of a male bird.
Though birds originating from Tana Massa island (Batu islands, off
west Sumatra) must be seen as pa.gicol.a. in accordance with DE SCHAUEN-
SEE 8), I fail to, discover any difference in plumage 01' size of some sub-
specific value in a male and a female bird secured in Sipora island
(Mentawei Group) which should belong to the range of this race. OUER-
HOLSER5) separated this subspecies on account of the smaller dimensions
and the more grayish back, scarcely tinged with olive green in the females,
but I failed to discover even a trace of these characters.
Regarding the subspecies netiomarpia, JUNGKI) remarked that in this
case too he could not find any difference in plumage when comparing
birds of this form with those belonging to the nominate race. But, after
some hesitation, he did recognize heliomarpta because of perhaps the
somewhat longer bill and wings. He stated that S'l'UART BAKER gave as
billsize in birds belonging to the typical subspecies 17 - 19 mm and a
winglength of 59 - 62 mm, so that actually the somewhat longer wing
should be the only difference observed between heliomarpto: and repre-
sentatives of the nominate race. JUNGE measured in six males and three
females of this subspecies a bill of 18 - 19 mm (0) and 17.5 - 18.5 (Q)
and wings of 59 - 64 ( 0) and 57 (Q) mm. If these figures indeed represent
good average measurements for birds of this race, there seems no reason
whatsoever to recognize helionun-pta. any longer, for among the 17 male
birds of the nominal form measured by me. only three have a wing of
GO mm and 14 other specimens surpass this size. Among these latter,
five have winglengths of 62, two of 63 and another two of 64 mm. The bill
varies in size from 17 ·19.5 mm, among which five specimens measure
19 mm and longer, thus showing even larger maxima than those mentioned
by STUART BAKER. Among the six females of the nominal form there are
three with wings of 57 and two of 56 mm, whereas the largest bills
measured 17.6 and 18 mm.
Other authors have already pointed out that certain Sunbirds origi-
nating from the Indo-Australian region show rather plastic bills. I suppose
it right justifying a separation of populations on account of differences
in size or structure of the bill after comparing large series only.
,.
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On account of the above I am of the opinion that pagicoZu as well
as heliomarpia, may be considered synonyms of calcoetetha which is in
agreement with RIPLEy6). I could not study material belonging to the
subspecies proxima, considered a dubious one by SMYTHIES1l), known from
east Borneo and the Natuna islands because no skins are available in the
Bogor Museum. This makes it impossible to have an idea of the value of
this race.
The field particulars as given by DELACOUR:l)need, as in many other
cases, some corrections so far it concerns Indonesia. It is perhaps true
that this bird prefers coconut palms and mangroves but in a majority
of cases it cannot be called of common appearance. In many regions where
both types of vegetation are plentiful, this species apparently fails
completely as is evident from my paper about the distribution of Birds of
Java (HOOGERWERF3». It was not secured by me during our collecting trips
to the Sunda Strait area, to Bawean island and the Kangean Archipelago
where we almost daily visited areas which may be considered beloved
habitats for the species. But it was rather common in the Karimundjawa
islands where 13 were collected within a short time and many more could
have been obtained.
This Sunbird is also not mentioned by ROBINSONand BODENKLOSS7)
when discussing a large collection of birds from west Sumatra. Nor
did DE SCHAUENSEEand RIPLEylO) and DE SCHAUENSEE9)mention it in
their papers on the birds of the islands of Nias and Bangka. Only one
specimen is mentioned when the birds of the Batu islands are discussed'')
though certainly also on all those islands the bird's habitat is plentifully
available. Finally, it is not mentioned in the paper of VAN BEMMEL and
voous-) either on the birds from the islands of Muna and Buton (South-
east Celebes) though the species may, according to DELACOUR,reach
Celebes as well.
Measurements (in mm.) :
;5 <3 Wing; colcosietha (Java): 60, 60, 61, 61, 61, 62, 62, 63, 64, 64;
calcostetha (Karimundjawa Archipelago): 60, 61, 61, 62, 62, 62,63;
calcostetha, juvenile specimens (Karimundjawa, Borneo): 55, 55, 56, 56,
57; pagicola (Sipora Island) : 62;
Tail; calcoetetha. (Java) : 45, 48, 49. 53, 53, 53, 53, 54, 55, 55; colcosie-
tlui (Karimundjawa) : 50, 52.. 53, 54, 54, 54; calcoetetha, juv. (Karimun-
djawa, Borneo) : 42, 42, 43, 45, 45; 7Jagicola (Sipora) : 52;
Culmen; calcostetha (Java): 17, 17.3, 17.5, 18.2, 18.7, 19, 19.1, 19.2,
19.2; calcostetha (Karimundjawa Islands): 17.8, 18, 18.1, 18.6, 18.6, 19.5;
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calcostetha, JUV. (Karimundjawa, Borneo): 13.5, 16.1, 16.5, 17; pagicola
(Sipora) : 16.8;
Max., min. and average measurements:
coicostetha calcostetha calcoetetha, juv, pagicola
Java Karimundjawa Karimundj. Borneo Sipora
60 - 64 60 - 63 55 - 57 62
Wing: 61.80 61.57 55.80
Tail:
45 - 55 50- 54 42 - 45 52
51.80 52.83 43.40
Culmen: 17 - 19.2 17.8 - 19.5 13.5 - 17 16.8018.36 18.43 15.78
<? <? Wing; calcostetha (Java): 55, 57, 57; calcostetna (Karirnun-
djawa) 56, 56, 57; pagicola (Si.pora Island): 56;
Tail; colcostetha (Java) ; 42, 43, 44; calcostetha (Karimundjawa) : 42,
45, 45; pagicola (Sipora) : 44;
Culmen; calcostetha (Java): 13.8, 17.6, 18; colcostetna (Karimun-
djawa) : 13.3, 15; pagicola (Sipora) : 16.2;
Max. min. and average measurements:
calcostetha
Java
calcostetha
Karimundjawa
pagicola
Sipora
Culmen:
55 - 57
56..33
42 - 44
43
13.8 - 18
16.47
56 - 57
56.33
42 - 45
44
13.3; 15
14.15
56
Wing:
Tail: 44
16.20
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23. Notes on Nectarinui j'1!gula1'is (LINN.) especially about the validity
of the subspecies microteuc«.
BODENKLOSS1) and CHASEN':;)included birds originating from South
Sumatra and the Karimata islands into the subspecies pectoralis';'),
apparently rejecting OBERHOLSER'smicroleuca. CHASEN:!)was of the opinion
that representatives of the species from Java, Sumatra, the Rhio Lingga
islands, the Malay States, islands of the South China Sea and Borneo
are inseparable, thus not recognizing microleuca, All these areas are
considered again parts of the range of the latter subspecies in CHASEN'S
Handlist") which appeared some years later. Microleuca is not recognized
by DELACOUR')who mentions only pectoralis and polyc/,ysta. VOOUS11) does
not reject microleuca though he thinks it very ill-defined and hardly
maintainable. DE SCHAUENSEE1")also has the opinion that the slight
difference between pectoralis and microleuca is at best only an average
one and hardly warrants the separation of the latter race, rejecting at
the same time heliozeteta described by OBERHOLSERfrom Bangka island.
A series of about 25 freshly collected birds from the Sunda Strait
area, Bawean island and the Kangean Archipelago, each of them being
represented by 8 specimens, enabled me to establish the individual varia-
bility in the colour of the under and upper parts. This fact again induced
me to compare 50 old skins of this Sun bird present in the Bogor
Museum, originating from divergent parts of the range of both pectorolis
and microleuca.
When comparing all this material attention was focussed on the
colour as well as on size differences. Though the species wa.s found by
me a rather common one in the Strait Sunda area and in the islands
indicated above, I failed to see it in the Karimundjawa Archipelago. In
") In accordance with HACHISUKA8), ornata (LESSON) replaces pectoralis Hsf.
,.
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these islands Nectarinia calcostetha was of common appearance from which
13 could be secured; this species, however, could not be obtained in any
of the other groups' of islands eurrounding Java.
After comparing 13 old skins of male birds belonging to tnicroieuca
originating from. Sumatra with ten of the subspecies pectoralie from
Java and another 14 recently collected males from the Strait Sunda
region, Bawean island and the Kangean Archipelago, it seems impossible
to discover other differences in the colour 'of the underparts than individual
ones oftenly present in males from exactly the same locality. There are
not only some differences. in the tone of the yellow underneath and in
the light markings on the undertail but rather much difference also exists
in the small tuft of orange feathers on the breast flanks. This is even
observed in freshly obtained males which show equally developed gonads,
as is the case in seven Bawean specimens.
There is apparently not much post m01'tem discolouration in the
underparts in birds of this species though old skins seem to average some-
what paler in both sexes. Also in the upper parts colour differences are
not very conspicuous between freshly obtained and old skins of males.
But freshly obtained material averages somewhat darker above than old
skins. When comparing the available skins of old date of both races, males
of pectoralis average a trifle lighter above than those of microleuco: Among
the 16 males of pectoralis there are six which have lighter green upper
parts than any of he 13 examined mdcroleuca, though several specimens
of this latter race are very close to pectoralis in this respect. However,
there is so much variation In' fresh as well as in old material that it
seems not justifiable to consider this character to be of subspecific value.
The same holds good for the metallic bluish black frontal area, which
shows rather much individual variation in colour and extensiveness in
both subspecies originating from the same localities. The occiput too
varies much in colour: sometimes there is no difference in tone between
the crown, neck and mantle but it is not uncommon that the pileum is
olivish grey; in the studied series of old skins of microleuca the latter
phenemenon is of more common appearance than it is in pectorolis.
Among the 14 freshly obtained males originating from the Sunda
Strait, Bawean and the Kangean Archipelago there are only two with
poorly developed reproductive organs, the remaining specimens having
well developed gonads (test.: 2 '"'5 mm). The differences as indicated
above do exist to the same extent as they do in old material though
fresh skins may average in being darker on the upper parts. As apparently
is the case in many birdspecies, large gonads need not to coincide with a
,.
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beautiful plumage, because there are four males in my series which
had well developed gonads but show worn feathers.
There are two males in eclipse plumage; they originate from Legundi
island (Sunda Strait) and Kangean and were obtained on June 19th and
August 21st respectively.
Almost similar differences as indicated above for the males are
present in the female birds. Among the 13 old skins of pectoralis there
are five or six which average somewhat lighter above than the two lightest
of the 12 examined skins of microteuca. In this case too there is much
individual variation, which holds also good for the freshly collected females.
The fact that VOOUSll) arrived at an opposite conclusion when comparing
eight females of microleuca with six of pectornbie may clearly show the im-
portant individual variability on this point. The somewhat brighter golden
yellow underparts in 1n1iC1'OZe~wc~found by Voous is only partly present in
my material, but four out of the 12 microteuca. do not differ in this respect
with clearest yellow pectoralis, Also on this point the individual variation
is important; whether this coincides to some extent with the development
of the reproductive organs could not be established in this series because
among the freshly obtained female birds there was none which had a
well developed ovary. In the freshly obtained material there was hardly
any synchronization in the development of the gonads in both sexes,
because the males had those organs well developed, almost without
exception.
When considering the measurements as given below it is evident
that birds originating from Sumatra, Bawean island and the Kangean
Archipelago average heavier in their bill and have a longer wing in both
sexes. But the population living in the Sunda Strait area is in size almost
similar to birds from Java, so that it seems difficult to attach much value
to size differences when looking for racial characters.
In my opinion there are no size differences at all beween representa-
tives of microleuca and those of pectoralis and for these two subspecies
the following measurements may count: Wing: 50 - 56 «(f;), 47 - 52 (~) ;
Tail: 30 - 39 ( (f; ), 27.5 - 36 ('i' ) ; Bill (exp. culmen) : 15 - 18.9 ( s ), 14.9 - 18.8
(~ ). These figures are established after measuring 40 male birds and
25 females, combined with reliable figures compiled from the literature
for 55 e and 39 s . When looking at these measurements taken from
95 (f; and 64 <jl, the extremely small range of variation in wing size (6 mm
in bir-ds of both sexes) and the important individual variation in bill size
(3.9 mm in both sexes) is conspicuous.
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With a view on these measurements we cannot be very enthousiastic
about OBERHOLSER'Spolyclysta so far it concerns size differences though
it should be "much larger" than pectoralis on account of the diagnosis.
The two males and the two females I measured exactly fit into our
figures for this race. as is the case in four t and four « mentioned by
JUNGE!).Perhaps this race can be maintained on account of the darker
yellow underparts in both sexes, which characters are also indicated in
the diagnosis.
On account of the above I do not think it justifiable to consider
neither colour differences of the plumage nor size differences to be of
sub specific significance between representatives of pectoralis and birds
hitherto considered to belong to microleuca; I suggest to reject definitively
the latter race and to include its range within that of pectorolis.
Measurements (in mm) :
t s Wing; pectoralis (Java): 50, 51, 51, 52, 52, 52, 52, 53, 53, 54;
pectoralis (Sunda Strait area): 50, 50, 51, 51, 52, 52, 53, 53; pectoralis
(Bawean Island): 53, 53, 54, 54, 54, 55, 56; pectoralis (Kang ean Archi-
pelago): 52, 52, 53, 54; microleuca (Sumatra): 51,51, 52, 53, 53, 53, 54,
54, 54, 55; polyclysta (Enggano Island) : 52, 53;
Tail; pectoraiie (Java): 35, 36, 36, 36, 37, 37, 37, 37, 38; pectoralie
(Sunda Strait): 33, 33, 34, 34, 35, 36, 37; pectoralis (Bawean) :36, 36, 36,
37, 37, 37, 38; pectoralis (Kangean) : 35, 35, 37, 38; rnicroleuca (Sumatra) :
34, 36, 37, 37, 37, 37, 38, 39, 39, 39; polyclysta (Enggano) : 34, 36;
Culmen; pectoralis (Java): 15.9,15.9,16,16.1,16.6,17,17,17.1,17.2,
17.2; pectoralis (Sunda Strait): 15, 16, 16, 16.3, 16.3, 16.8, 17, 17.6;
pectoralis (Bawean): 16.6, 17, 17.8, 17.8, 17.9, 18.8; pectoralis (Kangean) :
16.3, 16.5, 17.4, 18; microleuca. (Sumatra) : 16, 17, 17.1, 17.1, 17.8, 18.2,
18.5, 18.6, 18.9, 18.9; polycly:sta, (Enggano) : 17.6, 17.8;.
Max., min. and average measurements:
pecio ralis pecio ralis pecto ralis pectoralis microleuca IJolyclysta
Java SundaStrait Bawean Kangean Sumatra Enggano
Wing: 50 - 54 50 - 53 53 - 56 52 - 54 51 - 55 52; 53--- 51.50 54.14 -52.75 53 52.5052
Tail: 35 - 38 33 - 37 36 - 38 35 - 38 34 - 39 34; 36
36.56 34.57 36.71 36.25 37.30 35
Culmen: 15.9 - 17.2 15-17.6 16.6 - 18.8 16.3 - 18 16 - 18.9 1'1.6; 17.8
16.60 16.38 17.65 17.05 17.81 17.70
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'i' ~ Wing; pectoralis (Java): 47, 47, 48, 48, 48, 50, 50, 50, 51, 52;
pectoralis (Sunda Strait): 48, 48, 49, 49; pectorous (Bawean) : 49, 50, 51,
51; pectoralis (Kangean) : 48, 49, 52; microleuca (Sumatra) : 50, 52, 52, 52;
polyclysta (Enggano): 51, 52;
. Tail; pectomlis (Java) : 30, ao, 31, 31, 31, 32, 33, 33, 33, 34; pectoralis
(Sunda Strait) : 29,30, 30, 31; pectoralis (Bawean) : 31, 32, 33, 34; pecto-
ralis (Kangean) : 28, 31, 32; microleuca (Sumatra): 33, 33, 36; polyclysta
(Enggano) : 30, 31;
Culmen; pectoralis (Java): 14.9, 15, 15.2, 15.6, 15.8, 16, 16.2, 16.3;
pectorolis (Sunda Strait): 15.5, 15.5, 17, 17.5; pectoralis (Bawean): 16.7;
pectoralis (Kangean): 16.1, 16.6; microleuca (Sumatra): 15.5, 17.8, 18.8;
polyclysta (Enggano) 17, 17.6;
Max., min. and average measurements:
pectoralis pectoralis pectoralis peciorulis microlenc(( jlolyclys.ta
Java Sunda Strait Bawean Kangean Sumatra Enggano
47 - 52 48 - 49 49 - 51 48 - 52 50 - 52 51; 52Wing: --- 48.50 49.67 51.5049.10 50.25 51.50
Tail: 30 - 34
29 _ 31 31 - 34 28 - 32 33 - 36 30; 31--- 30.33 3431.80 30 32.50 30.50
Culmen: 14.9 - 16.3 15.5 - 17.5 16.70
1G.1; 16.6 15.5 - 18.8 17; 17.6-
15.63 16.38 16.35 17.37 17.30
Some measurements compiled from literature:
J <3 ; Wing: Tail: Culmen: '? 'i' ; Wing: Tail: Culmen:
rooUS11)
pectoralis
Java
iUNGED)
pectoralis
Java
30DEN KLOSS1)
microleuca
Surnatra
~HASEN and
BODEN KLOSS~)
microleuca
Karima ta Is1.
15: 50 - 53 12: 16 - 17 6: 48 - 4fJ.5 15 - 17
51.30 16.W- 48.90 15.80
6: 51 - 53 30 - 35 16 - 17.5 11: 47 - 51 28 - 33 15 - 17
7: 50 - 54
52.43 2: 49; 50
49.50
4: 52 - 54
53.50
5: 49 - 53
50.60
,.
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~ i5 ; Wing: Tail: Culmen: <jl s : Wjng: Tail: Culmen:
Voous=)
microleuco 8: 50 - 55 7: 17 - 18 8: 46 - 52 16 - 17.5
Sumatra 52.30 17.40 48.RO 16.50
JUNGE9)
microleuca 11: 50 - 53 31 - 36 15 - 17 4: ,17- 50 27.5 - 32 15 - 16
Sumatra, Borneo
CHASEN &
HOOGE.RWERF~)
microleuca 4: 52 - 54 {l. 51 - 52v.
Sumatra 52.75 51.G7
JUNGEU)
polyclysta 4: 52 - 55 33 - 37 17 - 18 4: 51 - 52 30 - 32 1'1 - 18
Enggano
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24. On some subspecies of Raffles' Sunbird, Aethopygn sipwra.ia, (RAFli'LES)
As has been pointed out previously by several authors there exists
a considerable variability in the grey colour of the under surface of this
Sunbird. I confirmed this fact when studying 20 male birds of the nominate
race, six belonging to nelioqona and two of the subspecies photina. There
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is a very striking difference in this respect between two male birds from
Borneo, one of which originated from the central part and the other one
from the central eastern part of that island. The first one is extremely
dark grey, the second specimen belongs to the lightest of all skins examined
by_me, because it is dirty olive yellow washed with some grey, especially
on the lower breast. Another skin is almost similar to the one which comes
from east Borneo and a fourth specimen is on this point very close to two
birds originating from the Rhio Archipelago. When studying heliogona
there is a bird from Bogor (West Java) which is extremely dark grey
underneath and another one secured at the nearby Djasinga have dirty
olive yellow underparts. Among the two pnotina males, one specimen from
the island of Sipora is very dark but the other one, originating from
north Pagi, is again extremely light, rather pure grey than olivish, A
recently obtained male bird from Panaitan island is darker than any of
the 28 other birds examined, exactly agreeing with the dark photina skin.
If such dark underparts were constant it should be justifiable to separate
the population from Panaitan island, but since only a single male bird
is available it becomes impossible to draw a definite conclusion.
In sipamja as well as in netioqona some individual' variations also
exist in the tint of the red on the chest, foreneck and throat and' in the
extent of this colour. This holds also good for the extensiveness of the
metallic blue moustachal streak and the red stripe bordering this area,
wen developed in certain skins, rather thin in others and sometimes even
interrupted. I also failed to discover any constant difference in the colour
of the wings.
On the upper parts the individual variation is very large too, making
it impossible to separate birds of the three different subspecies mentioned
above on the basis of colour differences of the upper surface. There is
much variation in the red on these parts and in the colour and extensi-
veness of the yellow of the lower back and in the metallic shield on the
forehead. The yellow on the lower back averages in being less extensive
in iielioqona than in the two other races. Perhaps not much value may be
attached to this "character".
I failed to discover the elongated central tailfeathers in sipamja as
indicated by VAN OORT4)and KURODA;)).The remarks on this point made
by these two authors must be wrong as already pointed out by ROBINSON
and BODENKLOSS").I could not find any other differences between sipamja
and heUogona than their size.
In the few females I studied there is also rather much individual
variation in the plumage of the under and upper surface, which makes
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it impossible to separate them subspecifically without looking on the
lables. The only female bird we obtained from Panaitan island almost
exactly agrees with the one from Sumatra (Lampongs) and resembles
also a female bird belonging to photina. It is darker above, in this respect
agreeing with a female of heliogona secured in the neighbourhood of
Bogor. .
There is perhaps not much post mort em discolouration and the size
variation within the same subspecies is rather unimportant too in my
material. But it is evident from the figures given below that represen-
tatives of the nominate race average a trifle larger than those of heliogona.
Though our material of photina is not sufficient to enable one to draw
a definite conclusion, the subspecies photina still averages larger than
8ipamjcL Both our skins from Panaitan island fit well in the measure-
ments of Javan birds.
As remarked above it is a mystery to me at which birds VANOOR-r4)
aimed when mentioning Aethop'yga sipa,m:ia. with elongated central tail-
feathers. He said the central tailfeathers having twice the length of
the outher ones, which statement was repeated by KURODA.
The subspecies natusuie described by CHASEN1) is said to have distinct-
ly lighter underparts. Since he examined 12 male birds the validity of this
race needs not be doubted. I could neither study specimens belonging to
cast: known from Nias island nor consult the diagnosis, which makes it
impossible to have an idea about the value of this subspecies. The form
l.ihotina, which I have discussed above, is considered a synonym of sipa,ra.ja,
by DE SCHAUENSEE(i)after having studied ten males and females from
the Batu islands and the typical series of photina used by OBERHOLSER
when describing this race; Five skins originating from Simalur are
included into the nominal form by JUNGE2) which is in accordance with
CHASENwho included Simalur into the range of siparaja. The measurements
of male birds as given by JUNGEshow also that representatives of the
subspecies sipara.ja average somewhat longer in their wing than helioqona
from Java and they may average in being larger in tail and bill-size too.
Measurements (in mm.) :
cS s Wing; heliogona (Java) : 48, 49,49,50,51; hetioqcna. (Panaitan-
island) : 51; silJnm:ia (Borneo, Rhio Archipelago, Billiton) : 50, 50, 51, 52,
53; photina (Sipora, north Pagi Islands): 52, 52;
Tail; helioqona. (Java) : 39, 40, 41, 43, 44; helioqona, (Panaitan-island) :
37; siporai« (Borneo, Rhio, Billiton) : 40, 43, 45, 46, 47; phetimo. (Sipora,
north Pagi) : 41, 45;
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Culmen; heliogona (Java) : 13.1, 13.8, 14, 14, 14; neiioqona (Panaitan-
island): 13.5; sipa-raja (Borneo, Rhio, Billiton): 14, 14.2, 14.5, 14.5, 15.2;
photina (Sipora, north Pagi): 14.2, 14.5;
Max., min. and average measurements:
heliogona heliogona siparaja photina
Java Panaitan-island Borneo,etc. Sipora, north Pagi
"Wing: 48 - 51 51 50 - 53 52; 52
49.40 -51.20 52
Tail: ;39 - 44 ;17 40-- '17 41; 454l.4<l- ---_.--.>44.20 43
Culmen: vu - 14 13.50 14 - 15.2 14.2; 14.5
13.78 14.48 14.85
'i' 'i' Wing; heliogona (Java) : 47; siparaja (Borneo, Billiton) : 47, 47.
50; photina (Sipora Island) : 48;
Tail; heliogona (Java): 32; sipuraja (Borneo, Billiton): 35, 35, 36;
photina (Sipora) : 39;
Culmen; helioqorui (Java): 13.9; siparaja (Borneo, BilIiton): 14, 14.3,
15; photina (Siporan) : 14.1;
Max., min. and average measurements:
heliogona
Java
siparaja
Borneo, BiIliton
photina
Sipora Is1.
Wing: 47 47 - 50
48
35 - 86
35.33
14 - 15
14.4::1
48
Tail: 32 39
Culmen: 14.10
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25. On the Indonesian Tree-Startlng, Aplonis pantayensris (ScoP.)
The rather large individual variations observed in some freshly obtain-
ed birds of the subspecies strigatus induced me to study all material of
the species present in the Bogor Museum. Some particulars are given
hereunder as result of this comparison.
Among the representatives of the subspecies gusti, tietercchlorus,
pa,chystorhinus:, enqomensis, sa111girensis, eulcensi« and neqlecius there is
none which can be confused with strigatus.from Java and Sumatra owing
to the distinct size differences. of the bill, wings or tail. Except gusti
known from the island of Bali, all these subspecies are decidedly larger
than the race inhabiting Java and Sumatra and gusti is strikingly smaller
in the bill though it does not differ much from striga,tu.s in its wing and
tail measurements.
Freshly collected material does not differ much on the under surface
from old materia'], among which are specimens obtained about 35 years
ago. They all originate fr'0111the Sunda Strait area. There are some indi-
vidual variations in the metallic gloss on the plumage which are usually
very obvious but can almost be absent in other skins, leading to' a close
resemblance found with the only available female of the subspecies gusti.
There is more individual variation on the upper parts, not only when
looking at the intensity of the metallic greenish gloss but also on account
of the different tone of it; certain individuals are bluish or violet bluish
on the back and uppertail-coverts. Some old skins from Java and the
island of Krakatau show this gloss on the upper parts, as is the case
in several fresh skins from the islands Sangiang, Sebuku a.nd Legundi.
It is also observable in a bird from Udjung Kulon, though less strikingly.
It is present in males and females and independent from the development
of the reproductive organs. A male bird from Panaitan island with large
testicles (7.5 mm) is clear green on the upper surface but a male bird from
. Sebuku island with equally developed gonads (test.: 10 mm) shows a bluish
gloss on the mantle and back With a view on the fact that such birds
do not differ much from the only skin at hand of the subspecies gusti,
which race was separated on account of the bluish tint, it may be supposed
that gustJi differs from strigatus owing to its smaller bill. But the mate-
rial of gusti I studied was too scanty to draw a definite conclusion on
this point.
Among the 15 adult birds recently collected in the Sunda Strait
region, the gonads of the males showed divergent stages of development
This is even observed in specimens originating from the same island,
but all examined females had small, not or hardly granular ovaries. Two
,.
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juveniles were obtained in Sangiang island in June and a third one in
August from Udjung Kulon.
The examined birds do not show very much individual variation in
their wing and tail measurements but there is rather considerable varia-
tion in bill-size, not only in the length but also in the height of this organ,
causing a rather striking difference in bill structure. The females average
somewhat smaller than the male birds but there is no sexual dimorphism
observed in the plumage. '
Our measurements taken on birds belonging to strigatus fit well into
the figures given by other authors, f.i. by STRESEMANN10)and BODEN
KLOSS2).The latter mentioned 89 - 102 mm as the winglength whereas I
found 94· 103 mm in 35 birds. My maximum of 103 mm was found in
only one of the recently collected birds, a male from Sangiang island
which also had a long tail; though the tail was very worn it still measured
70 mm. Also among the old material there is only one specimen which.
have such a long wing but it has a normal tail. The Sangiang bird also
shows a rather heavy bill and it has much blue in the plumage. This
complex of differences makes it possible that we have to do with a
straggler or migrant though the reproductive organs were rather well
developed (test. 5 - 7 mm). Two young birds from the same island are
quite normal in appearance and size.
CHASEN4) studied three very large birds from the Malay Peninsula
which is within the range of etriaaius: they had wings of 108 -115 mm.
Because of these long wings he suggested these specimens to be' migrants
from elsewhere. My experiences show that the species is, a strong flyer,
often rare or completely failing within areas where it may be plentiful
at certain periods. That individuals belonging to one race may appear
in the range of others is not to be excluded as is the case with Aplonis
minor which may be considered a migrant so far it concerns the island:
of Java. In my opinion BARTELSand STRESEMANN1)were' wrong when
considering Aplonis minor a breeding species for this island: up until
now there are no breeding records, from Java. Interinsular migration
may occur still more frequently among representatives. of the genus in-
habiting east Indonesia and certain parts of New Guinea.
DE SCHAUENSEE9)is of the opinion that birds from Batu islands which
have wings of 104.5 - 111, average 108.38 (8 ~) and 100 - 109, average
104.36 mm (7~) may be considered pachistorhinus on account of the
similarity in wingsize. Batu islands is the terra typica of leptorrhynchus.
He therefore rejected leptorrtumcnu» as was also done by RIPLE'Y8) and!
DELACUOR3).However, STRESEMANN10)gives as winglengthfor leptotrhsrn-
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cnus 111 - 116 mm which seems larger than in pochistorhimue, According
to DE SCHAUENSEE,RILEY') also established only 102 - 113 (av. 106.3 mm)
for 14 d and 100 -105 (av. 102.4 mm) for 10,?, thus also smaller than
STRESEMANN'sbirds which were perhaps an exception. But leptorrhynchus
was separated not only because of its larger wing but also on account of
Q different bill- structure and its shorter tail. Therefore there seems no
reason to follow DE SCHAUENSEED)in synonymizing the latter race with
pachistorhinus solong not enough material of both subspecies can be
compared.
BODENKLOSS2) thought it probable that richanosuli from Taya island
(between Singkep and Bangka) does not differ from lieterochlorus, because
these two subspecies apparently do not differ in wingsize. He also made
it acceptable that eustathis from east Borneo is synonymous with strigatus
and that sl~ggmndis might be a synonym of alipodis. The latter race should!
average still larger in the wing (8 s v , 107 - 115, av. 111.63 mm) than
heterochlorus which is larger than striqaius, perhaps also in billsize (wing
of neterochiorus: 47 s 'i' , 102 -112, av. 105.76 mm). CHASEN4) synonymized
euiaihis with st1'igatu8, suggra.ndis with alipodis and rluuiinorluumphsse
with citirostis, but when the only difference between the latter race and
eiriauiu« consists of a difference in wingsize, there seems not so much
reason for even upholding aUiyostis. STRESEMANN10)mentioned as wing-
size 96 - 106 mm and RrPLEytl) gave 97 - 105.5 mm which does not differ
much from that of s,t1'igatus as I found (94 - 103 mm).
It is evident from the figures given below that birds belonging to
the subspecies enganensis average larger than strigatus in all their mea-
surements and they are apparently also larger than altirostis, heterocnlorus,
leptorrhsmchus and pochietorhinus. The large size of enganensis is also
clearly demonstrated by the figures given by JUNGE5) who found the
following measurements for six adult male birds: wing 110 - 116, av.
113.67 'mm; tail 71 - 76, av. 73.67 mm and culmen 17 - 18, av, 17.58 mm.
On account of its large size enganensis seems closer related to representa-
tives of the east Bornean alipodi» and to sulaensis and eanaireneie from
east Indonesia.
Measurements (in mm) :
dIrJ Wing; etricatu« (Java, Sumatra, Strait Sunda area, Billiton) :
95, 96, 97, 97, 908,98, 98, 98, 98, 99, 99, 99, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100,
101, 102, 103, 103; enganensis (Enggano Island): 113, 113, 115; hetero-
chlorus (Natuna Islands): 103, 110;pachsitorhim!s (Sipora and Pagi
Islands): 105, 115; eulaensie (Sula Islands): 110, 113, 115; sangirensis
(Sangihe Islands) ; 120, ]23;
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Tail; striga.tus (Java, etc.) : 60, 60, 61, 61, 63, 63, 64, 64, 64, 65, 65,
66, 66, 66, 66, 67, 67, 68, 68, 70, 72; enqamensie (Enggano) : 75, 77, 79';
heiercchlorus (Natuna) : 69, 69; pachistorhinue (Sip ora, Pagi): 67, 75;
suloensis (Sula) : 90, 96, 97; sangirensis (Sangihe) : 90, 9'3; ,
_ Culmen; strigatus (Java, etc.): 14.2, 14.4, 15.1, 15.4, 15.5, 16, 16" 16,
16.1, 16.3, 16.p, 16.7, 16.8, 17, 17,17.5,,17.7,17.9; enganensis (Enggano) :
17, 17.5, 18.1; heterochlorue (Natuna) : 16.4, 17.5; pachistorhinus (Sipora,
Pagi) : 16.8, 19.3; sulaensis (Sula) : 17.9, 18.7, 18.8; sangirensis (Sang ihe) :
22, 22.5;
Max., min. and average measurements:
etrioaius etutomeneis heterochlorus paohietorhinue sulaensis sang~rensis
Java, etc. Enggano Natuna Sipora, Pagi SuIa Sangihe
Wing: 95 - 103 113 -115 103: 110 105; 115 110 -115 120; 123-113:67 106.50 ----99.14 110 112.67 121.50
Tail: 60 -72 75 - 79 69; 69' 67; 75 90 - 97 90; 93-~--.~ --~ --~
615.05 77 69 71 94.33 91.50
Culmen: 14.2 - 17.9 17 - 18.1 16.4; 17.5 16.8: 19.3 17.9 - 18.8 22; 22.5
17.53 i - 22.2516.26 16.95 18.05 18.47
9 9 Wing; striaaiu« (Java, Sumatra, Sunda Strait, BiIliton): 94,
95, 95, 95, 96, 96, 96,96, 97, 97, 97, 97,98, 100; heterochlorus (Natuna) :
] 00, 104; pachistorhinue (Sipora) : 105; sulaensis (Sula) : 110; somqirensie
(Sangihe) : 116, 118,120; gusti (BaIi Island): 95; neglectus: 104, 107;
,Tail; strigatus (Java, etc.) : 56, 56, 59, 61, 62, 62, 62, 63, 64, 64, 64,
65, 66, 66; heterochlorus (N atuna) : 64, 68; pachistorhinue (Sipora) : 66;
sulaeneis (Sula) : 92; sangirensis (Sangihe) : 82, 89, 91; gusti (BaH): 58;
neglectus: 64, 71;
Culmen; strigatus (Java, etc.) 13.9, 14.3, 14,3, 14.5, 14.9, 15, 15, 15.3,
15.5, 15.6, 15.8, 16, 16.1; heierochlorue eNatuna) : 16.5, 18; pachietorhimue
(Sipora) : 18.8; sulaensis (Sula) : 19; sangirensis (Sangihe) : 21.5, 22,3. 22.9;
gusti (Bali): 13.3; neglectus: 17,18;
Max., min. and average measurements:
strigatus heterochlorue pachistorhinus 8ulaensis sangirensis gusti neglectus
Java, etc. Natuna Sipora SuI a Sangihe Bali
Ving : 94 - 100 100: 104 105 110 116 - 120 95 104; 107
96.36 102 -1~ 105.50'
'ail: 56 - 66 64; 68 66 92 82- 91 58 64; 71
62.14 66 -87,33' 67.50
lulmen: 13.9 - 16.1 ' 16.5; 18 18.80 19 21.5 ~22.9 . 13.3 .. 17; 18
15.09 ,17.25 ·,22.23 17.50
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Some measurements compiled from literature:
Wing:
RILEY')
altirostris 3 ,) 96 - 103
99
4 <jl 97 - 104
100
1 8 101.50
o <jl 102 - 104,)
14 (,\ 102 - 113
106.30
10 9 100 - 105
102.40
5 s 112 - 114
112.70
" <jl 105.5 - 114o --.--
109.50
.3 <i 105 - 112
<jl <jl 100 - 107
3 8 100.5 - 105.5
<jl <jl 97 - 104
-f6'iJ5o-
rhadinorhmnpus
Simalur, Pulo Bahi
pachi« torhiuu oS
enqanensis
RIPLEY~)
pachieiorhisnis
aliirosiri:
JUNGE~)
aliirostris
Tail: Culmen:
62 - 64.5 19
63.80
56 - 65.5 17 -18
60 17.60
60 17.50
62 - (j4 17 - 18
62 - 69.5 18.5 - 21.5
65 19.80
61 - 67.5 17.5-20.5--_.- ---w:30-63
70 - 77 18 -19
72.9-0- 18.30
67 - 74.5 18.5 - 19
-70.50-- ----uJ:70-
(i4 - 69 19 - 21
60 - 64 18.5 - 21
61. 61, 61 19, 19.50
57 - ~3 17 - 18
60.20
97, 99, 100
o d 103.5, 104, 105 67, 67.5, 68 16.5 - 18
16 - 17
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